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The UK’s Leisure Industry is a key contributor to the nation and its economy. It provides more than one in twelve of all jobs, and more than one in five jobs for 16-25 year olds; it accounts for around 7% of total tax receipts; and it includes some of the world’s leading Leisure businesses. But until now, the Leisure Industry has not been clearly defined, and its true importance has rarely been acknowledged.

This report, commissioned by BISL and based on research by Oliver Wyman, paints the first comprehensive picture of the economic size, scale and importance of the Leisure Industry. BISL believes it demonstrates that the Industry is too important to remain undefined, under-represented, and misunderstood by government.

The report shows that the UK Leisure Industry:

- Employs 2.6m people, representing 9% of total UK employment. This is more than Manufacturing, Transport, Construction or Financial Services
- Generates over £200 billion of revenue when accounting for direct contributions (£117 billion) and indirect contributions (£102 billion)
- Provides jobs for 730,000 16-25 year olds, representing 21% of 16-25 year olds in employment, more than Manufacturing, Construction and Financial Services combined
- Has a strong female workforce with 44% of management positions in the Leisure Industry held by women and the majority of the Leisure workforce being female
- Attracts a large proportion of part-time and flexible workers – 46% of employees in the Leisure Industry are on part-time contracts
- Offers attractive career options for both skilled and unskilled workers, with few barriers to career progression and advancement
- Has been an incubator for entrepreneurship: 66% of Leisure Industry businesses are Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), and the business start-up rate is 20% higher than the UK average
- Is a world leader in Leisure: UK businesses have been at the forefront of innovation and growth, and the UK accounts for a disproportionate share of leaders in the global Leisure market
- Provides a wide range of leisure activities for millions of consumers across the country in a safe, secure, and responsible environment
- Generates almost twice as much tax revenue for the Treasury as its share of the economy might suggest - the Industry contributes 7% of UK tax while representing 4% of the nation’s GVA
- A thriving Leisure Industry is also essential for capturing the full economic benefit from major sporting events hosted in the UK, starting with the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Offering a broad range of attractive leisure activities encourages discretionary spending both by UK residents and by visitors

However, BISL believes that the Leisure Industry has now reached a crucial juncture. Combined with tough macroeconomic conditions, government policies are constraining growth, and limiting opportunities to create jobs at a time when the economy most needs them:

- Government policy since 2010 has exacerbated economic headwinds by imposing an additional £3.2bn of tax and regulatory costs per year on the Industry and its customers – a figure estimated to rise to £3.9bn per year by 2014
- Whereas the Leisure Industry had been generating 41,000 new jobs every year between 1998 and 2007 – nearly double the rate of growth of Retail, Construction and Transport – employment has been declining since the onset of the financial crisis. 11,000 jobs were lost between 2008 and 2010
- The Leisure Industry employs a high proportion of young, female, and part time workers, and provides a livelihood for many small business owners – these groups have been hard hit in recent years
BISL believes the Leisure Industry can play a major role in creating new jobs and delivering economic growth. BISL recognises the Industry has its role to play in reigniting growth – focusing on innovation, mastering brand management and fully exploiting international opportunities – in an ever safer, more responsible and sustainable environment. With this aim in mind, and based on a series of workshops and interviews with CEOs and other industry leaders, BISL is calling for a new strategy for government designed to help the Leisure Industry develop, improve its skill base, and encourage entrepreneurship, employment and innovation.

In Section 4, BISL sets out a number of recommendations by which government could better support the Leisure Industry and enable the Leisure Industry to make an even greater contribution to the economy in future:

- Incentivising businesses to employ more 16 to 25 year olds from the ‘NEET’ (Not in Education, Employment or Training) category through a controlled exemption from NIC (National Insurance Contribution). In return, the Leisure Industry will provide transferable training or apprenticeships, and benefit from NIC exemption if they subsequently employ the individual

- Making a Cabinet minister responsible for championing the growth of the Leisure Industry. BISL proposes that, as the government is currently configured, this should be the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport

- Bringing VAT rates closer to European benchmarks to increase the Industry’s ability to compete in the tourism market, starting with the subsectors of the Leisure Industry able to generate the fastest payback

- Reducing the licensing and regulatory red tape that is currently hindering growth of the Industry, in particular restaurants, pubs, night clubs, and betting and gaming businesses

- Building simpler, cheaper and more transparent local procurement processes to enable more sports and leisure facilities to be provided, and to attract greater investment

BISL supports the general direction of government policy changes to planning guidelines and employment legislation – we outline specific suggestions in these areas in Section 4 of the report.

BISL believes these proposals can help both the Leisure Industry and the economy of the UK as a whole. Specifically, BISL believes they will:

- Reignite job growth in the Industry

- Provide up to 440,000 new jobs by 2020, particularly focused on young people, female, part-time and low skilled workers

- Drive an additional 30,000 new high quality training positions over the next three years for young people currently not in education, employment or training

- Save UK businesses and the government up to £600m per year through more efficient planning and procurement processes

We look forward to an open dialogue with government about taking forward these recommendations – and ensuring that the UK Leisure Industry fulfils its potential to drive economic growth, and to provide new jobs.
BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY

This report was commissioned by Business In Sport & Leisure (BISL), the strategic body which represents the private sector Sport and Leisure Industry, partnering with the international management consultancy Oliver Wyman to research, produce and sponsor the first State of the UK Leisure Industry report.

The research maps out the size of the UK Leisure Industry for the first time, and highlights the role it can play in the rehabilitation of the UK economy. It also captures a set of policy recommendations which BISL believes would transform the performance of the Industry, and in turn, UK Plc.

The evidence for this report has been gathered from a wide range of sources including:

- **Executive and CEO forums** with over 40 participants from companies employing more than 100,000 people in the Leisure Industry and accounting for more than £7bn per annum in revenues

- **One-on-one interviews** with CEOs of businesses covering a spectrum of the Leisure Industry including cinemas, betting and gaming, pubs and amusement parks

- **Input from BISL working groups** on topics concerning employment, apprenticeships, procurement and betting and gaming

- **Desk research** drawing upon a wide range of sources, including data kindly provided by the British Hospitality Association, British Beer and Pub Association, Tourism Alliance, Sheffield Hallam University, The Leisure Database Company, Ernst & Young, Ladbrokes Plc, Gala Coral Group Ltd, Rank Group Plc, OpenBet Technologies Ltd and Praesepe Plc

Key contributors to this report also include Heathcroft Communications and the staff of Business in Sport and Leisure who have participated in the forums, interviews and contributed to the research highlighted above.

This report contains 5 sections. Sections 1-3 are contributions from Oliver Wyman; they propose a definition for the Leisure Industry, emphasize its size, scale and importance and highlight some challenges and headwinds it is facing today. Sections 4-5 are contributions from BISL; they put forward a set of 12 recommendations for government using the research in the earlier sections as a basis for proposed policy change.

Most data used in this report is taken from surveys gathered by the Office for National Statistics. At the time of report publication, data was only available to 2010 at the level of granularity required. Revenues and GVA figures quoted in the report are at current prices. Data trends for periods 1998-2007 (pre-recession) and 2008-2010 have in many cases been analysed separately to better understand the impact of the current economic crisis on the UK Leisure Industry.
A DEFINITION OF THE LEISURE INDUSTRY
“The ‘Leisure Industry’ provides services and products to consumers – business, families or individuals, domestic or foreign – to meet people’s demand for leisure opportunities, experiences and facilities, in particular for sport, culture, recreation, entertainment, eating and drinking, days and nights out, betting and gaming, and accommodation”

THE DEFINITION OF THE LEISURE INDUSTRY USED IN THE REPORT

What is ‘the Leisure Industry’? Which businesses does it include? To understand the industry and its importance to the UK economy, we first need to define it clearly. In fact, the Leisure Industry is comparable in scale to the Retail and Transport industries, though this has often been overlooked in the absence of a clear definition.

As the starting point for this report, BISL and Oliver Wyman have proposed the definition for the Leisure Industry given above. More detail on the industries and SIC (Standard Industry Classification) codes which comprise the Leisure Industry is provided in Appendix A. Most are instantly recognisable as being associated with leisure activities - hotels and restaurants; pubs and nightclubs; cinema and live entertainment venues; visitor attractions; sport activities; health and fitness clubs; bingo halls, casinos, adult gaming centres and betting shops.

This report has also proposed a definition for the broader economy associated with the related sales and supply chain to the Leisure Industry, which has been termed the Leisure Economy.

“The wider ‘Leisure Economy’ represents consumer spend (e.g. in retail and travel) directly related to the Leisure Industry (as defined above), and the value of those products and services provided to companies and organisations operating in the Leisure Industry”

THE DEFINITION OF THE LEISURE ECONOMY USED IN THE REPORT
Examples of business activities in the Leisure Economy include the construction of leisure sites such as cinemas or casinos, and the provision of travel to get to a leisure destination.

In certain ways this definition is a narrow one. Some leisure businesses’ activities extend well beyond both the definitions of the Leisure Industry and the Leisure Economy: examples include businesses leveraging a leisure brand to sell retail goods, such as the ‘Pizza Express’ products available in supermarkets. In addition, the international revenues of many of the leading leisure businesses are excluded from the definition, although they provide a substantial boost to employment and taxes in the UK.

The Leisure Industry, as defined above, has some overlap with two other commonly recognised industries:

- **Tourism**\(^1\): The provision of Leisure Industry services to tourists overlaps partially with the current government definition of Tourism\(^2\). However, many leisure services are not provided simply to tourists “outside their usual environment”, but are highly local.

Figure 1.1 shows which activities overlap between Tourism and the Leisure Industry, as well as which are covered by one definition but not the other:

---

**Figure 1.1: The overlap between Leisure and Tourism Industries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leisure activities consumed by people within their normal daily program and environment (non tourists)</th>
<th>Leisure activities consumed by people ‘outside their normal daily environment’</th>
<th>Other activities consumed by people ‘outside their normal daily environment’ (inbound and domestic tourists)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants, pubs, bars, night clubs for non-tourist purposes</td>
<td>Hospitality services for ‘visitors’ (hotels, holiday or short-stay accommodation, restaurants, pubs, bars)</td>
<td>Travel agency activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinema, live entertainment, theatre, concerts and other cultural activities for non-tourist purposes</td>
<td>Recreation and cultural services for ‘visitors’ (cinema, live entertainment, museums, libraries, visitor attractions, theme parks, zoo, heritage sites)</td>
<td>Tour operator activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Every day sport activities (fitness and health clubs, sport clubs, football, rugby, swimming, golf)</td>
<td>Sport activities for ‘visitors’ (fitness, golf, football)</td>
<td>Other reservation service and related activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming and betting</td>
<td>Gaming for ‘visitors’ (bingo, arcades, casino)</td>
<td>Railway, road, water and air passenger transport services for visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhibitions, conferences, fairs and conventions</td>
<td>Transport equipment rental services for visitors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2. The UK government has adopted the World Tourism Organisation definition of tourism, defined as comprising the activities of persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for not more than one year for leisure, business and other purposes.
• **Hospitality**: Some Leisure Industry businesses also offer hospitality services, such as food, beverages and accommodation. These have been included in the definition of the Leisure Industry, where they do not represent ‘traditional’ hospitality activities of business catering and business conferences.

Figure 1.2 shows which activities overlap between Hospitality and the Leisure Industry, as well as which are in one industry but not the other:

**Figure 1.2: The overlap between Leisure and Hospitality Industries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leisure activities with marginal or no element of hospitality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cinema, theatre, opera, concerts, festivals and other live entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities of sport clubs, operators of sport facilities, health and fitness centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming and betting (activities of bookmakers, casinos, bingo, arcades)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural activities including libraries, museums, art galleries, archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation activities including theme parks, visitor attractions, zoological and botanical gardens, heritage sites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leisure activities directly associated with hospitality services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation services (hotels, short-stay and holiday accommodation, recreation vehicle and trailer parks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and beverage services (restaurants, take-aways, pubs, bars, night clubs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities of exhibitors, fair and conference organisers directed at consumers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities of hospitality businesses with no leisure experience involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other accommodation (student residencies and halls, dormitories)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house catering and other catering services to schools, transportation companies, public sector, prisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities of exhibitors, fair and conference organisers directed at businesses and companies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


SIZE, SCALE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE LEISURE INDUSTRY
The Leisure Industry employs 2.6m people, accounting for 9% of jobs in the UK larger in employment terms than Manufacturing, Construction and Transport Industries

The Leisure Industry is a major employer of groups that are under-represented in other industries accounts for 21% of 16-25 year olds employed in the UK and more women employees than in the Manufacturing, Construction and Transport Industries combined

The Leisure Industry generates £117bn of revenues and 4% of total UK GVA growing in revenues by more than 7% per year and creating 41,000 jobs per year between 1998 and 2007

The Wider Leisure Economy generates £102bn of additional revenues and 1.6m jobs through consumer spending on goods and services to facilitate leisure experiences and supply chain activities into the Leisure Industry

The Leisure Industry contributes £32bn annually in tax revenues equivalent to 7% of total UK tax take

The Leisure Industry is the UK’s 5th largest export industry generating £17bn of exports annually
2.1 EMPLOYMENT

OVERALL EMPLOYMENT: LARGER THAN MANUFACTURING OR CONSTRUCTION

The UK Leisure Industry is a major source of employment, providing 2.6m jobs in 2010\(^5\). This represents 9% of total UK employment, making it larger than the Manufacturing, Construction, Transport or Financial Services Industries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>No. of employees</th>
<th>% of total UK jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>3.0m</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>2.6m</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>2.4m</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>1.4m</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>1.3m</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>1.2m</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and Communications</td>
<td>1.1m</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approximately 65% of jobs in the Leisure Industry are in the hotel, restaurant, pub and nightclub subsectors, with the remainder in the betting and gaming, sport, health and fitness, recreation, live entertainment and culture subsectors. Figure 2.1 overleaf shows the breakdown of these 2.6m jobs into different Leisure subsectors.

In terms of employment creation, prior to the financial crisis, the Leisure Industry had a record of continuous growth. From 1998 to 2007, jobs in the sector grew by 2% a year, with over 400,000 net new jobs created overall. This compares with a job growth in the same period of 0.3% per year in Retail, and a contraction of 4% per year in Manufacturing\(^6\).

---


Please note that the employment numbers here are inclusive of the total number of positions in the industry, both full-time and part-time positions and not adjusted in any way. This is true of all employment numbers in this report.

Figure 2.1: UK employment split by Leisure Industry subsectors 2010 figures

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT: PROVIDES OVER 1 IN 5 JOBS FOR 16-25 YEAR OLDs
The Leisure Industry employs 730,000 16-25 year olds, accounting for 21% of all jobs in this age group in the UK⁷ - a disproportionately large share given that the industry accounts for only 9% of all employment. As table 2.2 overleaf shows, the Leisure Industry employs more 16-25 year olds than the Manufacturing, Construction, Financial Services and Transport Industries combined.

Youth unemployment represents a major challenge for the UK economy - at the end of 2011, more than 1 million 16-25 year olds were unemployed⁸, over 20% of the age group. The fact that the Leisure Industry has historically been an important source of employment for young people suggests it can play a valuable role in tackling the problem.

---


Table 2.2: 16-25 year old employment by industry, 2010, selected shown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>No. of employees</th>
<th>% of total UK 16-25 jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>810,000</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td><strong>730,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>20.8%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>210,000</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and Communications</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charities such as Springboard have also recognised the importance of the Leisure Industry for youth employment, and have worked for over 20 years in helping young, unemployed and disadvantaged people into careers in the Industry. This year, 8000 young people from across the UK participated in the Future Chef competition, developing their culinary skills and discovering entry routes into the Industry.

**FEMALE EMPLOYMENT AND GENDER EQUALITY – 54% OF EMPLOYEES ARE WOMEN**

More women work in the Leisure Industry than men. Overall 54% of its employees are female, compared to 25% in Manufacturing, 20% in Transport and 12% in Construction. As shown in table 2.3 overleaf, there are in fact more women in the Leisure Industry than in Manufacturing, Transport and Construction combined.

Compared to most other industries, the Leisure Industry has proportionally more women in management positions - 44% of managers in Leisure are women. In contrast, only 19% of management positions are held by women in Manufacturing and 23% in Transport.

---

Nesstar database https://www.esds.ac.uk/
Nesstar database https://www.esds.ac.uk/
**Case studies of career progression in Leisure**

**Sinead O’Connor, National Operations Manager at Rileys (Pool, Snooker and Darts clubs)**
Sinead started to work for Rileys in 2002 as General Assistant. Driven by creativity, passion and ambition, she was soon promoted to Supervisor then Assistant and General Manager. As sales ‘champion’, she successfully grew Rileys’ membership in a number of problem sites then managed sales teams at regional level. In 2011, she became one of Rileys’ youngest National Operations Managers.

**Peter Howells, Operations Director at Leisure Connection (Development and management of Leisure facilities)**
At the age of 16, Peter Howells got his first job as cleaner at a leisure centre. Focused, willing and committed to succeed, he signed up for a graduate management course – a starting point on the road to a number of local and regional management positions. He has been at Leisure Connection since its creation in 2002, driving change, improving performance and developing new revenue streams. As Operations Director, he is today responsible for 4,000 people, across more than 70 facilities.

---

**Table 2.3: Female employment by industry, 2010, selected shown**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>No. of employees</th>
<th>% of total UK female jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>1.8m</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>1.4m</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.6m</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>0.6m</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and</td>
<td>0.3m</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>0.3m</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>0.2m</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is partly because the overall workforce has a higher proportion of women, but leisure businesses have also made active efforts to enable women to progress to senior positions. For example, **People 1st** – the skills body for the Industry - has an initiative called Women 1st, which provides women with a mixture of training, mentoring from senior executives and networking events to help boost their career prospects. One of its objectives is to ensure that the Industry’s success in employing women and developing women managers ultimately translates into twice as many women on the Boards of Leisure Industry businesses.

A good illustration of a successful woman in the Leisure Industry is Karen Jones CBE, whose career has spanned executive business leadership roles across many of the Leisure subsectors. She co-founded a number of restaurant chains including Café Rouge and The Pelican Group and was a former CEO of the pub company Spirit Group Ltd. Today, she also contributes to the entertainment sector in her role as a non-executive director at the Royal National Theatre Enterprises.

**LOW-SKILLED EMPLOYMENT – A GATEWAY INTO EMPLOYMENT**

The Leisure Industry stands out as a gateway for low-skilled workers to enter employment, develop skills and build a career. It is a key employer of low-skilled workers, with 45% having an NQF level 2 qualification or below. The Industry has an annual training expenditure of £4.2bn, equivalent to 11% of total training expenditure in the UK. In comparison, Retail spends £2.8bn and Construction £3.3bn on training. Overall, working the the Leisure Industry represents an attractive career choice for both skilled and unskilled workers. As the case studies in the margin show, career progression is possible from lower roles.

---

12 People 1st: Skills sector council for hospitality, passenger transport, travel and tourism. www.people1st.co.uk
demonstrate, the Industry enables hard-working individuals to quickly take on important responsibilities and move into management positions.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT – A WIDE VARIETY OF ROUND THE CLOCK ROLES
The Leisure Industry is an important source of part-time employment. The ‘round the clock’ nature of many Leisure businesses creates a strong demand for part-time workers, and they account for 46% of all employees, compared to an average of 28% for UK businesses as a whole\(^\text{15}\). In particular, over half of the employees in the restaurant, pub and nightclub subsectors are part-time.

APPRENTICESHIPS – A VALUABLE SOURCE OF TALENTED EMPLOYEES
Apprenticeships have worked particularly well in getting young people into employment and they have the potential to address the skill needs of the Leisure Industry.

As figure 2.2 shows, apprenticeships have seen particularly strong growth in the Leisure Industry\(^\text{16}\). In 2010, there were six times as many apprentices in the Leisure Industry as in 2004\(^\text{17}\) (whilst the total number of apprenticeships in the UK overall has only tripled).

---

**Figure 2.2: Apprenticeships completed in the UK between 2004 and 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Leisure total</th>
<th>Leisure, travel and tourism</th>
<th>UK total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>11 K</td>
<td>(34% year-on-year growth)</td>
<td>200 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7 K</td>
<td></td>
<td>150 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>4 K</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2 K</td>
<td></td>
<td>50 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1 K</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0.5 K</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.25 K</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

16 Growth in the number of 'Leisure, Travel and Tourism' apprenticeships completed each year
However, there is still room for further growth in Leisure apprenticeships. Today, Leisure apprenticeships make up 6% of all apprenticeships in the UK. This is still a relatively small proportion compared to the number of jobs the Leisure Industry provides (9% of total UK employment), and some international benchmarks. In Australia, for example, 11% of all apprenticeships are related to the Leisure Industry\textsuperscript{18}.

The benefits of apprenticeship schemes both to employers and the economy overall have been highlighted in independent studies and by CEOs and industry leaders. Key reports on apprenticeships over the past few years, including research undertaken by Populus in 2008\textsuperscript{19} and the National Audit Office assessment of apprenticeships in 2012\textsuperscript{20}, highlight significant benefits including increased productivity and commitment and improved career development. Moreover, whilst more in-depth studies need to be conducted to confirm the precise economic benefits, research to date suggests apprenticeship schemes have strong returns. The NAO estimates that for every £1 of public spending, the adult apprenticeship scheme returns £18 over the future life of the worker.

The benefits of apprenticeships were also reflected in the CEO and senior executive forums which accompanied this report, especially in developing high calibre ‘leisure site managers’. They emphasized that “Individuals who come through apprenticeship schemes are almost always of higher quality, stay longer in the business than others, learn more than they would otherwise and are more motivated.”\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{21} CEO of a Leisure entertainment business
2.2 ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION

REVENUE AND GVA – REPRESENTS OVER £100BN IN REVENUE

The Leisure Industry has an estimated total turnover of £117bn\textsuperscript{22}. Table 2.4 shows the different Leisure subsectors which contribute to this figure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leisure Industry</th>
<th>Revenue (2010)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants &amp; food services</td>
<td>£30.7bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubs and night life</td>
<td>£23.3bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>£20.8bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport activities</td>
<td>£18.0bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betting and gaming</td>
<td>£8.3bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinema, theatre &amp; live entertainment</td>
<td>£6.4bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreational activities</td>
<td>£4.8bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Fitness Clubs</td>
<td>£2.6bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor attractions &amp; other cultural activities</td>
<td>£1.8bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UK Leisure Industry total £117bn

\textsuperscript{22} GVA estimates for Leisure and other Industries taken from the ONS National Accounts. Revenue estimated using national accounts GVA and GVA/Revenue ratios from the Annual Business Survey, conducted by the ONS. A technical overview of the estimation and sources used is provided in the Appendix.

Betting and Gaming: data taken from the UK Gambling Commission statistics as well as from Camelot Annual Reports.

Health and Fitness clubs overlap with the Sport activities category as certain sport clubs also have fitness facilities (and vice versa). ONS distinguish between the two categories based on a criterion of a ‘main revenue stream’ which can be misleading in certain situations. Other sources (FIA) estimate that the fitness industry generates up to £3.8bn in revenues per year.
The standard method for estimating the contribution of an industry to the UK economy is to calculate its Gross Value Added (GVA). The Leisure Industry contributes £55bn to the UK economy in GVA, and accounts for 4% of the total UK GVA. The table below shows how the GVA contribution of the Leisure Industry compares with other UK industries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>% of total UK GVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and Telecommunications</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the Leisure Industry’s employment share is significantly higher than its UK GVA share: 9% of employment vs. only 4% of GVA. This in part can be explained by the large prevalence of part-time jobs and the high labour intensity of many activities.

**TAXATION – CONTRIBUTES 7% OF TOTAL UK TAX TAKE**

The UK Leisure Industry has an estimated annual contribution of £32bn to total UK tax revenues. This includes VAT on sales, Excise Duties, Corporation Tax and employee taxes (Income and NIC). This amounts to 7% of the total Treasury’s tax take – a disproportionately high contribution given that the Leisure Industry only contributes 4% of UK GVA.

Around half of the tax contribution of the Leisure Industry in 2010 is from VAT on sales. The Leisure Industry also contributes a sizeable share in employment taxes, with £5bn worth of Income Tax and NI contributions in 2010. Furthermore, there are some specific taxes imposed on the Industry in the form of Alcohol and Gaming Excise Duties, which amount to an additional £4.8bn.

---


24 Overall tax contribution of the leisure industry has been estimated primarily using HM Treasury and ONS data. A technical overview of the estimation and sources used is provided in the Appendix.
### Table 2.6: Breakdown of UK Leisure Industry Tax Contribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Tax Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAT on sales</td>
<td>£18.2bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation Tax</td>
<td>£4.4bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax</td>
<td>£2.2bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI Contributions</td>
<td>£2.8bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Excise Duties</td>
<td>£3.3bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming Excise Duties</td>
<td>£1.5bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UK Leisure Industry total**  
**£32.4bn**

---

**Figure 2.3: UK Leisure Industry contribution to the Treasury’s budget**  
UK 2010, % of Treasury’s total tax revenues

![Bar chart showing GVA and tax contribution percentages](chart.png)
2.3 GROWTH

GROWTH – 2% ANNUAL JOB GROWTH OVER 10 YEARS UP TO 2007

Changing lifestyles, increasing household incomes and a wider variety of leisure activities on offer, combined with an increased ability to travel both around and into the UK, have driven a significant growth in the UK Leisure Industry. Revenues increased by more than 7% a year between 1998 and 2007\(^{25}\). Recreation and culture have been the key drivers of Leisure Industry revenues, growing by 9% a year over the same period while hotels and restaurants grew at a slower pace.

The Leisure Industry created 41,000 jobs per year between 1998 and 2007, an annual growth rate of 2%. Recreation and cultural businesses were again at the heart of this growth (4.5% a year compared to 1.5% a year in hotels and restaurants). Over the same period, employment in Construction and Transport Industries grew at only 1% per year, and there was essentially no employment growth in Retail.

The reasons for this track record of growth are varied but include:

- **Lifestyle changes**: Dining out has become an increasingly regular experience.

- **Tourism growth**: Tourist spending has increased by 3.5% a year, generating additional revenue for hotels, restaurants, visitor attractions or national heritage sites\(^{26}\).

- **Increasing household discretionary spend**: Whilst consumer spending overall has increased by a factor of between two and three since 1970, spending on some parts of the Leisure Industry (e.g. recreation and cultural activities) is around nine times greater.\(^{27}\)

---

\(^{25}\) Revenue calculated using national accounts GVA and GVA/Revenue ratios from the Annual Business Survey, conducted by the ONS. Nominal growth rates. A technical overview of the estimation and sources used is provided in the Appendix.


ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY – BUSINESS START-UP RATE 20% HIGHER THAN THE UK AVERAGE

One of the characteristics of some subsectors in Leisure is that it is easier for entrepreneurs to enter and develop businesses from scratch e.g. in the pub and restaurant trade. Leisure has a higher than average business start-up rate (12% in Leisure vs. 10% in the UK overall)\(^ {28}\), making the Industry a strong driver of entrepreneurial activity. Despite a higher business failure rate in Leisure than the UK overall, the number of net new leisure businesses grew by nearly 3,000\(^ {29}\) a year from 1998 until the onset of the economic recession post 2007. This growth has been key in driving innovation and new employment opportunities in the Leisure Industry.

Due to this relatively higher start up rate and the local aspect of many of the services provided, the Leisure Industry is predominantly composed of small and medium sized enterprises. 66% of all businesses in Leisure employ between 1 and 19 people, whereas only 25% of businesses are of this size in the rest of the UK economy\(^ {30}\).

---


The businesses of the Leisure Industry are well spread across the UK, driving economic activity and providing jobs in regions that would otherwise lack business opportunities. Economies of seaside resorts derive a major part of their revenues from pubs, restaurants, hotels, cinemas or arcades. Similarly, a number of cities benefit greatly from the presence of leisure businesses e.g. Bet365 as the largest private sector employer in Stoke-on-Trent\textsuperscript{31}. Furthermore, Leisure can help contribute to the regeneration of areas in need, the Cardiff Bay Development project included the construction of Cardiff’s first five star hotel and an open-air events arena and created approximately 17,000 permanent jobs\textsuperscript{32}.

Many household names in the Leisure Industry were businesses that ‘started from scratch’ by individuals including: Pizza Express founded in 1965 by Peter Boizot and JD Wetherspoons founded by Tim Martin in 1979.

Other examples of successful entrepreneurs in the Leisure Industry include: Novus Leisure (owner of brands like Tiger Tiger) founded in 1999 by Steve Richards, Vue Cinemas founded in 2003 by Tim Richards, and Praesepe Plc formed in 2007 by Nick Harding.

While the predominance of SMEs in the Leisure Industry drives entrepreneurship and innovation, it also makes the Industry more vulnerable to changes in employment legislation and tax system. Employee wages represent a significant proportion of SMEs’ operating costs. As such any change of labour costs due to initiatives such as pension auto-enrolment or increase in minimum wage has a disproportionate impact.

\textsuperscript{31} Interview with Denise Coates, founder and director of Bet365, cited in Johnson, D., 2010. Bet365 founder talks about 10 years in business and Stoke City. This Is Staffordshire, 14 March. Available at \url{http://www.thisisstaffordshire.co.uk/Online-gamble-paid-quietly-determined-Denise/story-12535867-detail/story.html}

2.4 INVESTMENT

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE – INVESTING 7% OF ITS GROSS VALUE ADDED

Businesses in the UK Leisure Industry spent £4bn in 2010 in terms of capital expenditure, investing to generate and sustain growth. This capital expenditure is equivalent to 7% of the Industry’s GVA. As shown in table 2.7, this is comparable to the share of GVA that the Retail or Manufacturing Industries invested in 2010.

Table 2.7: Share of gross value added re-invested by industry, 2010, selected shown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Capital expenditure as a % of GVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and Communications</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This capital expenditure is essential to businesses in the Leisure Industry to remain innovative and provide the facilities needed to meet customer demand and keep its offering fresh. Examples of enhanced facilities include cinemas as part of multiplexes and bingo halls in purpose built premises.

INWARD INVESTMENT – £5BN WORTH OF FDI INFLOW OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS

Businesses in the Leisure Industry are predominantly local and relatively smaller in scale. As such, the Leisure Industry does not attract as much inward investment as industries such as Manufacturing (£14.7bn in 2010) and Transport (£6.4bn in 2010). Nevertheless recreation, cultural and sporting activities have attracted £5bn of foreign investments over the last decade, helping leisure businesses grow, expand and generate additional employment opportunities. In 2010 alone, inward investment in recreation, sport and culture amounted to £1.4bn, representing 4.3% of the overall foreign investment inflow to the UK.}

---

33 Capital expenditure estimates for Leisure taken from the Annual Business Survey 2010, conducted by the ONS. A technical overview of the estimation and sources used is provided in the Appendix.
34 Capital expenditure of Financial Services industry has been excluded from the table due to unavailability of the relevant data which would cover the entirety of the sector.
The next decade is set to be a ‘Golden Decade of British Sport’ with a number of high-profile events including the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, 2014 Commonwealth Games and 2015 IRB Rugby World Cup taking place in the UK. These events are a significant driver of investment, both in terms of infrastructure and in terms of foreign companies bringing business to the UK - for example, £6bn has been invested in venues and sites alone in preparation for the Olympic and Paralympic Games37.

The hosting of major sporting events is also a significant potential driver of jobs and revenue. The 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games are estimated to generate up to £5.1bn in economic benefits for the UK and more than 70,000 new jobs by 201538. A thriving Leisure Industry is essential if the hosting of these events is to generate the expected economic benefit. Up to 40%39 of the increase in revenues from hosting one of these events is estimated to come from spending on a variety of leisure activities such as hotels, restaurants and visitor attractions.


Share of the overall visitor (international & domestic, matchday & non-matchday) expenditure spent on accommodation, food, beverages & on-site catering services.
2.5 EXPORTS

EXPORTS – THE UK’S FIFTH LARGEST EXPORT INDUSTRY

The UK Leisure Industry provides mainly on-site services in the UK. As such, Leisure exports are services that are consumed by foreign tourists in UK Leisure sites.

The UK Leisure Industry drives £17bn worth of exports annually. This makes Leisure the 5th largest export driving Industry in the UK economy, larger than IT, Communications and Construction.

Table 2.8: Value of Exports from the UK by Industry, 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Export Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Manufactured Goods (Finished and Semi)</td>
<td>£204bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Financial Services</td>
<td>£42bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Basic materials (coal, gas &amp; oil)</td>
<td>£42bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Transport</td>
<td>£20bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Leisure</strong></td>
<td><strong>£17bn</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Food, Beverages, Tobacco</td>
<td>£16bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. IT</td>
<td>£9bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Royalties &amp; License Fees</td>
<td>£9bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Communication</td>
<td>£5bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Education</td>
<td>£5bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, there are many businesses in the wider Leisure Economy which supply and support the Leisure Industry not only in the UK, but globally. For example the UK is home to some of the world’s leading providers of gaming technologies, machines and software including OpenBet, Sportech and Inspired Gaming. Further examples in other Leisure subsectors include Fourth Hospitality, the world’s leading cloud-based end to end provider of hospitality management systems.

---

41 Exports calculated using Office for National Statistics, 2011. United Kingdom Balance of Payments. Pink Book, providing data on the value of UK exports per industry. Leisure Industry defined as the combination of passenger transport exports, leisure goods & services provided to tourists during travel, personal travel packages or holidays.
Sportech: Leading global supplier of football and horse racing pools
The world’s oldest football gaming company has built a reputation as the world’s leading provider of pools & tote wagering technology. Building on the expertise acquired through its continuous international expansion, Sportech today serves businesses and individual customers in 30 countries, processing £8.5bn bets annually.

Inspired: World’s leading provider of server based gaming solutions and video lottery terminals
Inspired Gaming Group has over two decades of gaming experience and generates £22bn of handle per year. Inspired supplies its SBG platform, products and content to a range of land-based and online markets, including casino, VLT, bingo and sports betting. Inspired has achieved international recognition as a top three supplier of VLTs in Italy.

Fourth Hospitality: Leading cloud-based end to end provider of hospitality management systems
Fourth Hospitality, established in 1999 are providers of web-based software for the Hospitality Industry to help manage and analyse labour, operations, stock control and payroll costs. Fourth solutions are now used in eight languages at 13,000 sites in 22 countries. Well known Leisure Industry customers include Merlin Entertainment and Virgin Active.
2.6 THE WIDER LEISURE ECONOMY

There is a wider Leisure Economy which is highly dependent on the health and growth of the Leisure Industry - both consumers and businesses spend money on activities that are not themselves part of the Leisure Industry, but which are directly connected to leisure activities:

1. **Other direct impacts**: Consumer spending on the goods and services facilitating the Leisure Industry is estimated to have been £47bn in 2010\(^\text{42}\). This comprises of transport services (commercial and personal), spend on sport and leisure goods and the domestic operations of tour operators and travel agencies.

2. **Indirect impacts**: Business spending on activities in the supply chain providing products and services for the Leisure Industry (such as construction, professional services) is estimated to have been £55bn in 2010\(^\text{43}\).

---

**Figure 2.6: Economic impacts of the UK Leisure Economy (not to scale)**

- **Indirect impacts**: Business activity forming the supply chain providing products and services for the core leisure industry (e.g. construction, professional services).
- **Other direct impacts**: Consumer spending on the goods & services facilitating the core leisure activities (e.g. leisure retail, transport).
- **Core direct impacts**: Consumer spending on the core leisure activities themselves.

---


\(^\text{43}\) A technical overview of the estimation and full list of sources used is provided in the Appendix.
OTHER DIRECT IMPACTS
There are a range of services and products, which while not within the Leisure Industry definition, are essential to facilitate leisure activities.

The most important of these is transport services, enabling consumers to reach Leisure Industry businesses which are predominantly onsite. This includes the costs of fuel etc. for the operation of personal cars for leisure purposes and contributes a total of £39bn of revenue and 0.6m jobs to the UK economy\textsuperscript{44}.

The other key category of consumer spend that facilitates leisure in this manner is the purchase of sport and leisure goods (e.g. running shoes for sport). This contributes £5bn of revenue and approximately 100,000 jobs to the UK economy.

The remaining £3bn of other direct revenue is the domestic operations of tour operators and travel agencies supporting consumption in the Leisure Industry in the UK.

INDIRECT IMPACTS
Like any industry, the UK Leisure Industry is supported by businesses providing the necessary inputs for products and services. These indirect impacts of the Leisure Industry contribute an additional £55bn in revenue and 0.9m jobs\textsuperscript{45}. Over half of these revenues and jobs are from the manufacturing of food and beverages, and business services (such as IT, legal, accounting).

\textsuperscript{44} A technical overview of the estimation and full list of sources used is provided in the Appendix

\textsuperscript{45} A technical overview of the estimation and full list of sources used is provided in the Appendix
2.7 MAKING PUBLIC SECTOR SPENDING ON SPORT AND LEISURE FACILITIES MORE EFFICIENT

PROCUREMENT – ROLE IN OUTSOURCED PROVISION TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Local authorities spend approximately £1bn per year\(^46\) on sports and recreation facilities, both in the development of new facilities and maintenance and improvement of existing facilities. There are a number of benefits for the provision of these development and maintenance services to be outsourced to the private sector. The Audit Commission on ‘Public Sport and Recreation Services’ in 2006\(^47\) found:

1. “The cost of services is significantly lower (an estimated 30% lower) with private contractors than with trusts or in-house management and require lower subsidies.”

2. “The private sector has access to greater development capital and is more willing to invest if it sees a potential return.”

Only 8% of public sport and leisure facilities are today managed by the private sector. In contrast 28% of sites are managed in-house, 23% by education and a further 24% by trusts\(^48\). Given this current profile of the outsourcing of procurement services, The Audit Commission report suggests an opportunity to increase the efficiency of local authority spend.


\(^48\) The remaining 17% is from other types of management including voluntary organisations, parish councils etc.

Interview with David Minton, Leisure Database Company, May 2012.
2.8 ENABLING FUN AND HEALTHY LIFESTYLES IN A SAFE, SECURE AND REGULATED ENVIRONMENT

The contribution of the Leisure Economy to the UK economy is not limited to leisure activities, its supply chain and supporting businesses. The Leisure Economy has a number of wider, less tangible yet significant impacts on the health and well-being of UK citizens. It provides the opportunity for people to enjoy themselves in safe and well-regulated environments.

Leisure activities, especially sports and fitness, reduce health risks of cardiovascular diseases, mental illnesses and obesity, improving the overall well-being of the nation. According to the Department of Health, obese and overweight individuals place a significant burden on the NHS, with direct costs estimated to be £5.1bn per year\(^49\). There is evidence that Sport & Leisure activities have a key role to play here in reducing this burden. For example, in North Lanarkshire, a programme financed by the UK government suggests that investment in local leisure infrastructure is quickly paid back through savings in the cost of healthcare (£4 of return on every £1 of investment in this case)\(^50\).

Leisure also represents a safe and enjoyable way to interact and socialise: playing bingo, spending a day at a theme park, going to the pub with friends. The activities contribute to building local communities which have positive effects ranging from better integration and openness among local residents through to the reduction of crime\(^51\). Furthermore, the opportunity for people to enjoy each other’s company is directly related to feelings of satisfaction and happiness, especially in the case of elderly people\(^52\).

The Industry acknowledges that excessive consumption of certain leisure activities and services can present risks. The Leisure Industry recognizes its role in ensuring that these activities are set in a safe, well regulated environment and that risk-prone individuals are looked after. The UK Leisure Industry benefits from well established regulatory bodies such as the Gambling Commission. In addition, businesses in the Industry voluntarily support organisations such as DrinkAware, GamCare and the Responsible Gambling Trust to address some of the potential social ramifications of the activities of the Industry.

As a result, Leisure achieves very high international standards of public protection. In betting and gaming, the ‘problem gambling prevalence’ in the UK is significantly lower (0.7%) than in countries such as the USA

In terms of alcohol consumption, whilst there have been reports highlighting the issues related to binge drinking, alcohol-related crime has actually become less frequent over time. Since the 1970s, offences of drunkenness have gone down by a factor of 4\(^3\) and the number of violent alcohol-related incidents has been decreasing since 1995\(^5\).

---

**Figure 2.7: Problem gambling prevalence rate: International comparison**

UK 2010, % of the total population aged 16+

---

**Figure 2.8: Drunkenness offences in the UK**

1974-2011, no. of offences per year

---


The impact and importance of the UK Leisure Industry is felt not only at home but at a global level, with some of the largest leisure businesses in the world based in the UK. The chart below shows a picture of the Top 15 global businesses in each subsector¹,² (total bar). The share of revenue from UK-based businesses is highlighted in light blue. As can be seen, UK businesses have a significant presence across the Leisure subsectors – be that Merlin Entertainments as the second largest operator of amusement attractions worldwide behind Disney³, IHG as the largest hotels company in the world⁴ (by number of rooms) or Odeon as the largest cinema operator in Europe (by number of screens)⁵.

Figure A.1: British Leisure Industry champions at global level
2009, share of revenue from British businesses (in light blue) within the top 15 companies worldwide per sector

---


² Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2011. ORBIS database. Available at the OECD website http://www.oecd.org/home/0,2987, en_2649_201185_1_1_1_1_1,00.html


This section profiles some of the leading UK companies in the Leisure Industry and the wider Leisure Economy. These British ‘champions’ have continued to grow their business through a challenging economy, outperforming the rest of the market. While there are many reasons for their success, our interviews and experience point to three main challenges for the Leisure Industry that these companies have addressed better than most. These challenges are relevant for almost all Leisure Industry businesses and will likely determine relative performance over the next 3-5 years:

1. A strong focus on innovation: keeping at the forefront of digital innovation to harness new internet and mobile technologies (e.g. in mobile gaming), and constantly investing in new products and experiences to keep the customer offering fresh (e.g. the digital and 3D revolution offering more cinema choice; or new hotel formats such as Indigo - IHG’s branded boutique hotel chain - meeting customers’ ever higher expectations for highly personalized service)

2. Excellent brand management: to build genuine demand and rapport with their customers, and ensure sustained loyalty even as consumers grow more selective in their leisure spending (e.g. loyalty programmes such as Merlin Annual Pass driving strong increase in visitor numbers each year, )

3. Exploiting international opportunities to push their products and brands – building on strong domestic performance to capture parts of the overseas Leisure market (e.g. expanding into emerging markets to build a global presence - Costa now being the fastest growing coffee chain in China)

Their success has created thousands of jobs, and growth in supplier industries as well as the UK’s net exports.
WHO ARE THEY?

Poole-based Merlin Entertainments is the UK & Europe market leader in theme parks and visitor attractions, and the 2nd largest visitor attraction company in the world after Disney. Merlin’s brands include global chains Madame Tussauds, Dungeons, LEGOLAND Discovery Centres and SEA LIFE, as well as local attractions the London Eye, Thorpe Park and Alton Towers. In total, they operate more than 90 attractions in 19 countries.

Formed via a buyout of Vardon Attractions in 1999, they are now owned jointly by Blackstone and KIRKBI (the family-owned investment fund behind the Lego brand) since 2005, with CVC Capital Partners taking a stake in 2010.

AGRESSIVE EXPANSION IN THE UK & OVERSEAS

Merlin has pursued an aggressive growth strategy, achieving double-digit profit (EBITDA) growth annually from its core businesses between 2000 and 2011.

Acquisitions have further driven significant growth, resulting in a tenfold increase in the scale of their business in the three years between 2005 and 2007.

Key to Merlin’s success has been its strong portfolio of brands, constant investment in existing attractions, and aggressive internationalisation. Starting with the acquisition of four LEGOLAND parks in 2005, Merlin has successfully expanded overseas, primarily through the rollout of its midway brands like SEA LIFE. Over half of Merlin’s 2011 revenues were from outside the UK, with 34% from Continental Europe, 16% from North America and 7% from Asia Pacific.

Within the UK, a significant proportion of its revenues, particularly at short visit duration attractions such as the London Eye, Madame Tussauds, SEA LIFE and London Dungeons, are from foreign tourists, thereby contributing to exports.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AS THE FOCUS

‘A family with children… wants the same thing everywhere: a standout day with experiences. They don’t have lots of money or time, so if they invest, they want it to live in their children’s minds for days, weeks and months to come.’

(Nick Varney, CEO, interview for Marketing Week, 2011)

The consistent growth in visitor numbers (from 32.4m in 2007 to 46.4m in 2011) points to the strength of its brand portfolio, comprising iconic global and national brands across two attraction types: theme parks and short visit (primarily indoor midway) attractions. Each brand appeals to a slightly different customer segment, allowing Merlin to target families with children of all ages, young people and adults, as well as both foreign and domestic visitors.
Merlin builds on its brands by constantly re-inventing the customer offering. Every year, each attraction adds something new, with a regular three-year investment cycle for major new rides or significant refurbishment. This has enabled Merlin to deliver a consistent series of “firsts” in their ride portfolio – from the first horror movie themed roller coaster in the UK in Thorpe Park’s “SAW the Ride”, to the first dive coaster in Germany at the Heide Park Resort. In 2011, Merlin invested £75m into improving its attractions generating significant revenues for supplier industries.

Merlin’s three operating businesses – resort theme parks, LEGOLAND parks and midway are supported by a unique organisation which is at the heart of the company’s success – Merlin Magic Making. It is responsible for all creative development and production including wax figures, LEGOLAND models and SEA LIFE’s massive marine operation as well as global site research and the project management of investment in new and existing attractions.

Merlin is also investing to turn the theme parks into short break destinations with the addition of accommodation and second gate midway attractions like waterparks and SEA LIFE. This has helped deliver double-digit growth in multi-day visits across their resorts in 2011.

Daily visitor feedback through touchscreens at every attraction, coupled with feedback gathered through on-site survey points, coupled with a comprehensive, independent Mystery Visit programme, and competitive league tables based on these results, ensure consistent quality of customer experience at each attraction.

**MERLIN’S PEOPLE**

Merlin employs more than 12,000 people on average during the year. During the peak season, Merlin employs more than 18,000 people across the business. Many of these posts are filled by 16-25 year olds, with a varied range of employment opportunities. Positions include ticket staff, attractions engineers, guides, entertainers, chefs, hospitality staff, operations staff, attraction planners and designers, marketing staff, marine and zoo experts, creative teams and managers at all levels.

Merlin actively prepares its staff to step up and take on the growing number of managerial roles within the company. A transparent, company-wide Development Pyramid framework outlines the progression opportunities available to all staff.

Merlin also offers specific vocational courses, NVQs in a wide range of subjects, apprenticeships, and management development programmes in order to support personal development and career progression for all staff.

In its 2011 annual staff survey, Merlin achieved an industry-leading 94% response rate, and a 95% positive satisfaction score.
WHO ARE THEY?
London-based OpenBet is a world-leading provider of B2B software and services for the online betting industry. They work with the biggest names in sports betting, from leading bookmakers and national lotteries to government-backed betting organisations in regulated markets globally.

OpenBet’s technology powers the largest share of the world’s online bets, and underpins the online sportsbooks and retail businesses of clients such as William Hill, Ladbrokes, Paddy Power, Betfair, and SkyBet.

Founded in 1996, OpenBet has seen steady and impressive growth – revenues have grown by 32% annually over the last four years, hitting £64m in 2012. This has been driven partially by acquisitions, but most notably by OpenBet’s market-leading technology, as well as an exclusive focus on legal betting in regulated gaming markets.

RESPONSIBLE INTERNATIONALISATION
OpenBet took a principled approach to international expansion, deciding early on not to take any bets from illegal jurisdictions on their platform, despite lucrative offshore gaming opportunities.

This focus on serving legal jurisdictions with strict compliance, has allowed them to be ahead of the curve in securing licensing and reaching customers in newly regulated markets as soon as they open, providing international reach for their clients. Their credentials have established a strong international reputation in probity that enables them to win numerous contracts with government-owned operators and lotteries in Europe, Canada, Hong Kong and Australia. Overseas clients accounted for about half of OpenBet’s revenues in 2011.

JOBS THAT DEVELOP THE UK’S BRIGHTEST
In keeping with its steady revenue growth, the number of OpenBet employees has grown year on year (15% since 2003 and 20% since 2006 year-on-year) now totalling almost six hundred – of which 91% are based in the UK. They hire mathematicians, software engineers, and the brightest graduates from top UK universities. New hires are given real responsibility early on, and tend to be promoted to senior positions rapidly. OpenBet’s average employee age is just 30.

Their successful approach in developing people has resulted in a high retention rate – particularly for a software company. In 2012, 30 employees will celebrate their 10th anniversary at OpenBet – an impressive fact, given the firm had just over 70 employees in 2002.

OPENBET TOTAL UK EMPLOYEES 1996 – 2012

![Graph showing the growth in OpenBet's UK employees from 1996 to 2012.](image)
LEADING THE MARKET THROUGH INNOVATION

Single wallet, single account
OpenBet’s centralised account system allows players to bet across different channels at the same operator using the same account – whether on the web, through a mobile app, or in a betting store. This enables operators and the players to get a single view of customer betting spend and behaviour, rather than islands of information, allowing a consolidated view of liabilities and customer betting activity.

RESPONSIBLE GAMING
OpenBet’s innovative platforms provide enhanced consumer protection. Built-in software safeguards allow players to set limits on the time spent betting, and the amount deposited or lost. Beyond these limits, automatic exclusion is enforced. Players can also preset exclusion periods – e.g., on Saturday nights – when they expect they are likely to not play responsibly.

POWERFUL SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
The key to OpenBet’s market leading position technology is its powerful and robust data and systems architecture to support the operators’ end-user gaming applications.

As more players move to online and mobile applications, the volume of traffic at peak betting times, such as during a football match or at the Grand National, means that speed and reliability are critical to the success of online betting.

OpenBet’s sophisticated platform is able to handle:

- 200 bets per second
- 1.2m bets per day
- 18,000 event updates per minute
- 12,000 concurrent live betting markets

To put that in context, on a ‘Football Saturday’ one of OpenBet’s systems is capable of handling 7m transactions – or nearly 10x the number of daily equity trades on London’s FTSE.

FROM CLICKS TO BRICKS: BRINGING BETTING SHOPS IN LINE WITH ONLINE
Having supported the take-off of online and mobile betting by providing solid and safe technical infrastructure, OpenBet are helping their clients lead the charge to rejuvenate high street betting shops. Their latest offering, OpenBet Promote, aims to create an immersive, cinematic customer experience in betting shops using the latest big-screen display technology to stream live sport and manage promotions intelligently.

BOLD AMBITIONS
Looking forward, OpenBet is looking to continue to expand their overseas business as more markets open, with the UK head office as a firm talent base allowing them to continue to innovate and roll out their market-leading technology worldwide. With its innovations in customer management, sportsbetting platforms and retail management, and track record of working with governments and lotteries around the world, OpenBet looks set to continue to drive transformation in a rapidly-evolving industry.
J. D. WETHERSPOON: REDEFINING THE UK PUB EXPERIENCE

WHO ARE THEY?
Watford-based J. D. Wetherspoon is one of the largest pub chains in the UK. It has 850 pubs across the country, with plans to open 250 more over the next five years. They also own the Lloyd’s No. 1 chain of pubs.

In 1979, founder Tim Martin got around the national brewers’ monopoly of pub sites by running his first pub out of a former betting shop. Unlikely locations soon became a hallmark, along with a strict no-TV, no-music policy, and support for regional and independent brewers. The Wetherspoon brand has grown on its strong identity as the place to go for conversation, affordable food, and quality beer.

Since 2006, revenues have grown by 5% a year on average, crossing the £1bn threshold in 2010. In 2011 alone, whilst the number of pubs in the UK continued to fall by about 16 a week, J.D. Wetherspoon opened 50 new ones.

Wetherspoon’s considerable size means it is a significant contributor to the Treasury – in 2011 it paid close to half a billion pounds of tax – largely from VAT and Excise Duty on its food and drink sales (£325m), but also including £21.2m of Corporation Tax (or 31% of its pre-tax profits.)

INVESTING IN LOCATIONS
Each pub occupies a unique, often historic location, and is given a name that reflects the local culture. In 2007, Wetherspoon converted one of its pubs, ‘The Opera House’ in Royal Tunbridge Wells – sited in a converted opera house – back into an opera house for a week-long series of operas.

Across the rest of the estate, the company spent an average of £1.2m on each of the 50 pubs opened in 2011, ensuring that the premises were refurbished to a high standard, in keeping with the original design of the site. In 2010 and 2011, the company invested more than £200m in new sites as well as in refurbishment of existing pubs.

INVESTING IN THEIR PEOPLE
Key to the success of Wetherspoon pubs is the service provided by their staff. J.D. Wetherspoon currently employs more than 25,000 people in full and part-time positions. It has expanded its employee base by almost 10% a year since 2007, adding 2,800 jobs in 2011.

Recognised as one of ‘Britain’s Top 100 Employers’ by the Guardian for 8 consecutive years, Wetherspoon invests in their staff members through an award winning programme, with over 11,000 training days across 1,000 separate courses completed in 2011. Pub and area managers can choose to pursue an advanced diploma in Leisure Retail Management – a university qualification just below degree level, developed by Wetherspoon in conjunction with Nottingham Trent University.

Their strong commitment to their staff can be seen in their exceptional retention rates: the average length of service of pub managers at Wetherspoon is close to 9 years. Wetherspoon was also the first pub operator to sign up to the government’s Skills Pledge initiative to develop their workforce’s skills.
LEADING THE WAY FOR PUBS IN THE UK
In its 33 year history Wetherspoon has introduced many forward-thinking initiatives which have often led to change across pubs in the rest of the UK:

A PASSION FOR GOOD BEER
From the start, Wetherspoon has stocked beers from smaller, regional brewers and microbreweries, and has continued the tradition today, stocking over 600 different beers from across the UK. It has 238 pubs listed in the Campaign for Real Ale’s (CAMRA) Good Beer guide – more than any other pub chain – and is recognised as Britain’s top supporter of microbreweries.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
In 2005, Wetherspoon published their first ‘Code for Responsible Alcohol Retailing’ – a set of operational procedures put in place to actively promote prevention of social harm arising from the sale of alcohol on the premises. Wetherspoon pubs have also won numerous ‘Best Bar None’ awards – presented by council and police authorities to pubs which provide a safe environment for customers to enjoy a night out.

A SMOKE-FREE PUB ENVIRONMENT
From the early 1990s, Wetherspoon took a stand against indoor smoking, with one-third of the space of each pub designated as non-smoking. It was also the first pub chain to voice its support for the pub smoking ban – in the belief that this would provide a better atmosphere for eating, in particular for families with children.

FOOD AS A STAPLE IN PUBS
Wetherspoon pubs were one of the first to introduce all-day food in the 1990s, despite the margin-dilutive impact of this move, as part of a strategy to diversify the customer offering beyond drinks. Their Thursday Curry Club deal is now the most popular curry meal out in the UK, with 3 million curries served in 2009. Wetherspoon pubs also offer an award-winning children’s menu, with a focus on quality nutrition.
The UK economic outlook is weak and uncertain. Household discretionary spend has contracted 4% per annum since 2009.

The Leisure Industry has stalled as a driver of employment. -0.2% annual decline in jobs between 2008 and 2010, compared to 2.0% annual growth between 2000 and 2007.

There is a net closure rate of 120 businesses every week from the Industry in 2009 and 2010. In particular, pubs closed at a net rate of 47 per week.

Government intervention has cost the UK Leisure Industry and its consumers an additional £3.2bn per year since 2010, set to rise to £3.9bn per year by 2014 through increasing tax contributions and regulatory costs.
INTRODUCTION

THE LEISURE INDUSTRY

The Leisure Industry is of substantial importance to the UK economy on a number of dimensions: employment, job growth, flexible working, exports, and the wellbeing of the nation. However, over the last four years it has faced increasing headwinds from two directions:

1. **Macroeconomics**: The overall UK economic picture has worsened, household disposable income has declined and food price and energy inflation has been persistently high.

2. **Government**: Has imposed additional costs of £3.2bn per year since 2010 on the Industry and its customers, which could increase to £3.9bn per year by 2014.

In the face of these headwinds, the Leisure Industry has been more robust than might be expected given the perception that it relies on ‘discretionary’ consumer spend. However, the Industry remains far below its pre-2007 growth trend either in revenues or jobs. In terms of revenues, the Industry grew at 0.6% per year between 2008 and 2010 (significantly slower than the growth rate of 7% per year between 1998 and 2007). As a driver of job growth and employment, the Industry has shifted from being a major net contributor of jobs (2.0% per year from 1998-2007) to being essentially flat (-0.2% per year from 2008-2010).

---

56 BISL-OW analysis. For a detailed breakdown see Section 3.2.
Some indicators for the Industry’s health are increasingly negative. For example, the start-up rate\(^{59}\) of new businesses in the Industry has decreased from 13% to 12% between 2007 and 2010, whilst closure rates have increased from 12% to 15\(^{60}\). Over this period the Industry has gone from one that was expanding in terms of the total number of enterprises to one that is contracting. In fact, across the whole Industry a net 120 businesses\(^{61}\) are being lost each week. The impact has been particularly severe for pubs, which were closing at a net rate of 47 per week in 2010.

**Figure 3.2: Start-up and closure rates of companies in the Leisure Industry**

Openings and closures of new leisure business (as % of existing active companies in the industry)

---

59 Start-up rate defined as the share of new businesses registering with the Inter-Departmental Business Register in a given year as opposed to the overall number of enterprises already registered (Office for National Statistics, 2012. Business Demography 2010).


61 Average net closures over 2009 and 2010.
3.1 THE MACROECONOMIC BACKGROUND
CONTRACTING ECONOMY AND INFLATIONARY PRESSURES

In 2008, the UK economy suffered its worst recession since the Second World War and over five quarters the economy contracted by 7.1%\textsuperscript{62}. Since then the recovery has been slow and uncertain – and in the first quarter of 2012 the UK has re-entered recession.

Meanwhile, inflationary pressures have increased operating costs for businesses in the Leisure Industry. Energy inflation has averaged 4.7% per year and food inflation 4.5% per year since 2008\textsuperscript{63}. For a typical pub with operating profit of £100k per year, this has resulted in additional annual costs of £14k to the business by 2011\textsuperscript{64}. Leisure businesses have struggled to pass on these costs to consumers who themselves have a reduced ability to spend.

Statistics show that the typical UK household has materially less disposable income to spend on leisure and sport, amongst other things. Since 2009, the Asda Income Tracker\textsuperscript{65} has shown UK household discretionary income declining at the rate of 4% per annum. This means that the typical UK household has now on average £22 less discretionary spend each week for which the Leisure Industry is able to compete.

\textbf{Figure 3.3: Evolution of household discretionary income}
UK 2009-2011, in £ per household per week

\begin{figure}[h]
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\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{64} Oliver Wyman analysis based on data from a leading UK pub chain
3.2 GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION
ADDITIONAL COST OF REGULATION AND TAXATION SINCE 2010

At the point when the Leisure Industry has been at its most vulnerable, it has had to face considerable extra burdens from government in two areas:

- Increasing tax contributions for the Industry and its consumers
- Increasing regulation costs

Some of these impacts have been Leisure Industry specific while others have been felt across multiple industries. Given the Leisure Industry disproportionately employs young and female workers and is based upon small and medium enterprises, these groups are likely to be particularly impacted.

An analysis of the different impacts suggests that the cost to the UK Leisure Industry and its consumers has been at least an additional £3.2bn per year since 2010. This is equivalent to 2.7% of the Leisure Industry’s overall revenue in 2010. These burdens are likely to increase in the coming years, and by 2014 this figure is estimated to be at least an additional £3.9bn per year. This is in the context of an industry that already contributes a disproportionate amount of tax with respect to its contribution to GVA. A summary of some of the largest impacts can be seen in the table overleaf.

---

66 BISL-OIW analysis. For a detailed breakdown see the Table on the following page. A technical overview of the estimation and sources used is provided in the Appendix.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increased Tax Contributions</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>From Jan 2011, the standard UK VAT rate increased from 17.5% to 20%. Today, the UK has amongst the highest VAT levels on Leisure activities in Europe</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Oliver Wyman estimate increased VAT contributions of £2.5bn from the UK Leisure Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC)</strong></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>The CRC scheme was initially set up to be revenue neutral, with permit money to be recycled back into participants based on energy efficiency. Now, the permit money goes directly to the Treasury</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Industry estimates suggest an expected annual cost to employers of £1bn by 2014, of which £40m is from the UK Leisure Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alcohol Escalator</strong></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Duties on alcohol have increased by 2% above inflation every year since 2008. Industry estimates suggest that the UK contributes 40% of all beer taxes collected in the European Union. This could result in more than a fourfold increase in licensing contributions for leisure businesses</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Industry estimates suggest an increased tax contribution of £0.7bn from the UK Leisure Industry between 2010 and 2012 on Beer Duty alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Late Night Levy</strong></td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Government is currently consulting on the introduction of a charge for premises that have a late night alcohol licence. This could result in more than a fourfold increase in licensing contributions for leisure businesses.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Government estimate an increased cost of £150m, a large proportion of which is expected to be in the UK Leisure Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine Gaming Duty</strong></td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>The Machine Gaming Duty, which comes into force in 2013, is a tax on net takings from dutiable gaming machines.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Industry estimates suggest an increased cost of £50m to the gambling sector and a further £14m to the pub sector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increasing Regulatory Costs</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>From Oct 1st 2012, employers must enrol all eligible employees into pension schemes – resulting in increased costs due to both employee contributions and increased administration.</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Government estimates an annual cost of £5.5bn to employers. With 9% UK employees working in Leisure, this suggests an annual cost of £500m for the Leisure Industry.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early Morning Restriction Orders</strong></td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>There are plans to extend the early morning restriction orders to restrict the sales of alcohol between 12am and 6pm from licensed premises. This would have a significant impact on the business of pubs and nightclubs in the Leisure Industry</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Impact and increased cost to industry unclear to date.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BISL’S RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNMENT
INTRODUCTION

Oliver Wyman’s analysis in Sections 1 to 3 of this report clearly demonstrates the size, scale and importance of the Leisure Industry. It also shows that the Industry has suffered in the past few years: the impact of an economic recession combined with £3.2bn of additional tax and regulation costs to the Industry and its customers has meant the Industry is no longer the driver of employment growth for young people, women, the part-time and the low-skilled that it was up to 2008.

In this section of the report, BISL outlines its recommendations for reinvigorating growth in the Leisure Industry. These recommendations have been developed through contributions from the Industry as a whole, and BISL believes they have broad-based support.

Overall, BISL estimates that the recommendations together have the potential to generate:

- Up to 440,000 new jobs in the Leisure Industry by 2020, a significant proportion of these being flexible positions suitable for young people, women, and part-time and low skilled workers
- An additional 30,000 new high quality training positions over the next three years, for young people currently not in education, employment or training (NEETs)
- Up to £600m potential annual savings for businesses and local government by more efficient procurement and planning processes
- The policy environment for a thriving, growing Leisure Industry

Most important of all, we believe these recommendations would produce substantial benefits to the Treasury over the medium to long term. A stronger Leisure Industry means both more jobs and higher tax receipts: 10% growth in the Industry would deliver at least £3bn per year in additional tax receipts, and the net benefit to the Treasury would probably be greater than this given the role the Industry could play in lifting people out of unemployment.

67 A technical overview of the estimation and sources used is provided in the Appendix
THE GOVERNMENT NEEDS CLEAR OBJECTIVES FOR THE LEISURE INDUSTRY

BISL believes that the Leisure Industry has to date not been acknowledged for its significant contribution to the UK economy, either as a major employer, or as a catalyst for employment and youth employment growth. Government has a strong influence on the performance of the Leisure Industry, because it sets consumer taxes and duties, implements regulation, and influences employment costs: this ultimately makes the difference between success, survival and failure for many leisure businesses.

In the past, it has sometimes felt as though the government focused exclusively on taxing and controlling the Industry, regardless of what this meant for the Industry’s growth. BISL therefore recommends a new strategy which balances regulation and taxation against job creation, and the need to encourage entrepreneurship and innovation. BISL believes it is in government’s interest to set clear objectives for its strategy towards the Leisure Industry, not least because of the role the Industry can play in driving Britain’s employment and economic growth.

BISL believes that there are four key principles for encouraging responsible growth – each of which would help the Leisure Industry address different challenges and barriers:

- **Acknowledge and champion the Leisure Industry** to reflect its size, scale and importance to the UK economy
- **Enable the Leisure Industry to invest in people, efficiently creating jobs and developing skills**, and thereby drive economic growth
- **Enable the Leisure Industry to compete at both a local and global level through fair taxation and regulation**
- **Ensure the Leisure Industry can provide the facilities needed (both new builds and upgrades)** through **simpler planning, procurement and licensing**
4.1 ACKNOWLEDGE AND CHAMPION LEISURE

ENSURE A CONSISTENT APPROACH TO THE LEISURE INDUSTRY FROM GOVERNMENT
To date, BISL feels that the Leisure Industry and its subsectors have been perceived by government as a set of disparate industries, and that its size, scale and importance have not been fully appreciated.

An example of this fragmented view can be seen in the machinery of government which deals with the Leisure Industry. Responsibility for different sub-sectors is spread across a range of governmental departments including the DCMS, DBIS, Home Office and the Treasury. At a high level, there is no definitive ministerial representation for Leisure. As a result the Leisure Industry gets neither the attention, nor the joined-up thinking it needs from government.

This fragmentation also runs against the grain of increasing convergence of activities across leisure facilities. For example: most hotels also have bars and alcohol licences; amusement parks are increasingly providing on-site accommodation for visitors; the average pub has gaming machines; and most bingo halls and casinos also serve food and alcohol.

BISL’s policy recommendations to government

1. High Level Government Recognition
   • A cabinet minister should be given the responsibility to act as a champion for the Leisure Industry. Given the current configuration of government, the suggestion is that the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport should fulfill this role.

2. Leisure Delegation
   • That the Prime Minister invites senior leaders of the Leisure Industry on future international trade visits, reflecting the Industry’s important contribution to UK exports.
4.2 INVEST IN PEOPLE

DRIVE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND GROW SKILLS

The Leisure Industry has an impressive record of employing those people who have most difficulty finding work – young people, women, part time workers, and the low-skilled – training them, and enabling them to build a career.

Apprenticeships in particular have grown rapidly in the Leisure Industry, and research suggests they have amongst the highest multiplier effects on income and positive NPV for government\textsuperscript{68}. From the Industry’s perspective these skills are in demand: over 40\% of management positions in the Leisure Industry have been classified as hard-to-fill (employers struggling to fill the position) compared with the UK average of 24\%\textsuperscript{69}.

However, employment growth has stalled in recent years, and the Leisure Industry is no longer generating jobs for these crucial parts of the workforce at a time when they are needed most - with unemployment running at 22\% for 16-25 year olds\textsuperscript{70} in the UK. Given that the Leisure Industry employs 21\% of 16-25 year olds, it can and should play a big part in solving the UK’s youth unemployment problem.

Below is a set of proposals which BISL believes will help address skills gaps in the Industry, support long term employment for young people most in need of support, and increase the number of high quality training positions. If implemented, BISL believes the entire UK economy would benefit from an overall increase in skills level, driving innovation and higher productivity. In addition, the lifetime value to the economy and the Treasury of helping young people into training and employment would be substantial\textsuperscript{71}.

BISL’s policy recommendations for government

3. Youth Employment Initiative

- Government should introduce an exemption from employer National Insurance contributions, for a period of one year, for any businesses employing 16-25 year old NEETs (Not in education, employment or training). On its side, the Industry would provide an officially accredited training scheme and qualification (apprenticeship or otherwise).

The key elements of this scheme are:

- Employers would take on new employees for a minimum of 12 months during which time they provide a job and industry specific training. They are then granted the NIC exemption for the 2nd year of employment.

- All training costs for 16-18 year olds to be covered by government.

Training costs for 19-25 year olds to be shared 50-50 between employer

\textsuperscript{68} See Section 2. Apprenticeships

“[Apprenticeships provide the] ability to buy into young, keen, motivated talent in a supported programme”

CEO of a Leisure facilities management business
Employers would be auto-enrolled for the NI exemption at the point the employee enters training, reducing business administration.

BISL’s view is that if implemented, the scheme would:

• Provide the opportunity to create 30,000 new training positions (double the current rate) in the Leisure Industry over the next three years. 72
• Be tax-neutral and pay for its costs if only 9,500 people are enrolled over a three-year period (i.e. just 1% of the overall number of NEETs in the UK today). If 30,000 people were enrolled, it would deliver a £26m net benefit to the Treasury over 3 years.
• Make employer training costs up to a third lower.

**4. Portable Apprenticeships**

• BISL proposes working with appropriate skills bodies and the Industry to develop a new ‘portable apprenticeship’ training programme that is applicable across various Leisure subsectors for launch by 2014.

• BISL supports government’s ongoing focus on developing its apprenticeship policy, which has been enthusiastically embraced by the Leisure Industry so far. The training programme proposed above will help take into account the increasing convergence of Leisure activities as well as ensure a consistent level of skill development across Leisure’s overlapping sub-sectors.

---


Technical detail and sources used to estimate this potential can be found in the Appendix.
4.3 FAIRER TAXATION AND REGULATION

ENSURE THE UK LEISURE INDUSTRY IS COMPETITIVE LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY

The Leisure Industry’s tax contribution is disproportionate: 7% of the Treasury’s tax-take vs. 4% of GVA. This is in part driven by VAT and specific duties on the Industry, that in the UK are amongst the highest in Europe. For example:

- VAT on hotels, amusement parks and meals at restaurants (nearly 50% of the Leisure Industry by revenue) are amongst the highest in Europe (see figure 4.1).

- Duties on alcohol are also high by international benchmarks e.g. excise duties on beer in the UK are £19.50 per hectolitre of alcohol vs. £2.20 per hectolitre in France.

**Figure 4.1: VAT rates for Leisure subsectors**
Top 10 EU nations by GDP, 2011

These taxes and duties have significantly increased the cost of consuming leisure services, and have therefore limited demand of both UK consumers and of tourists coming into the UK. Indeed according to the latest World Economic Forum Travel and Tourism Competitiveness index, whilst the UK ranks 7th overall in attractiveness for visitors, it ranks 135th out of 139 countries on price competitiveness. BISL believe that this lack of price

---

73 The VAT rates for Hotels, Restaurants and Amusement parks contribute to 47% of the total revenues of the Leisure Industry.
competitiveness has been one of the drivers of UK’s increasing deficit in terms of tourism balance of payments (see figure 4.2).

Table 4.1: UK Travel and Tourism Price Competitiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Ranking (out of 139)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cote d’Ivoire</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: UK Tourism Balance of Payments77
Net difference between inbound and outbound tourist spending, 1975-2010

In addition, the combination of multiple tax approaches to similar leisure products can have perverse effects. For example, the switch from VAT on gaming machines to a duty was cited by one CEO as raising their cost of investment because they now had insufficient VAT as a business to be offset against their purchases. Other reports have highlighted similar issues related to the large variation in duties and taxes between similar products depending on whether the activity occurs in betting shops, casinos, bingo halls or online78.

---

BISL’s policy recommendations for government

5. Consumption Taxes on Leisure

BISL supports the British Hospitality Association campaign to reduce the existing VAT rate on visitor attractions and hotels to 5% by 2014.

- BISL believes that the Leisure Industry and its consumers should be competitively taxed compared to other domestic and international alternatives.

- BISL also calls on the government to begin a longer term examination of a reduced VAT rate for meals at pubs and restaurants. The UK VAT rate on Leisure services is today amongst the highest in Europe. The proposed reduction in VAT is estimated to create 78,000 new jobs and generate a net benefit of £2.6bn to the Treasury by 2020, helping to restore economic growth while representing an effective ‘public investment’.

- BISL believes there are a range of other existing tax policies relevant to the Leisure Industry that merit review by government as to whether they are achieving the ultimate aim of supporting economic growth. Particular examples include the recent changes to Machine Gaming Duty, the prevailing 50% tax rate on casino games and the ongoing beer escalator tax framework.

---

For the same meal, a steak pie and a pint of lager, pubs pay up to 3 times as much consumption tax as supermarkets.

Below is a simple illustration of how pubs are taxed more heavily when selling a meal and beverage than a supermarket.

- A 20% VAT rate is charged on meals in pubs whereas no VAT applies on the same product purchased (packaged) in a supermarket.

- VAT contribution from a pint of lager consumed in a pub is significantly higher than in a supermarket for the same product.

Furthermore, consumption of a pint of lager in a pub presents fewer risks, as it takes place on-site, in a highly regulated community environment. In comparison, consumption of alcohol purchased at a supermarket takes place off-site.

A comparison of consumption taxes on a steak pie and pint of lager

Prices and taxes at the margin (i.e. an additional unit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pubs</th>
<th>Supermarkets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selling price</td>
<td>£7.99</td>
<td>£2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov’t tax intake 2012</td>
<td>£1.80</td>
<td>66p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>Excise Duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>132p</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18p</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sales data from British Hospitality Association, 2011. ‘Tourism & VAT. Making Britain Competitive’
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Fast growing economies, in particular China and India, are fuelling strong growth in global tourism. According to the UNWTO, the number of tourists globally will increase by 60% between 2012 and 2020, with half of this growth coming from the four BRIC\textsuperscript{80} countries alone\textsuperscript{81}.

This growth presents an attractive opportunity for the UK Leisure Industry, but there are a number of barriers to harnessing this potential, and these are not limited to the impact that high rates of VAT and duty have on price competitiveness. Another significant barrier is the cost of getting to the UK in the first place, due to visa controls and high rates of Air Passenger Duty, which has increased from £20 before 2007 to £94 from April 2013 onwards\textsuperscript{82}. These can have a significant impact on inbound traffic – e.g. since the introduction in 2009 of a requirement for South African visitors to the UK to obtain a visa, visitor numbers have declined by 24\%\textsuperscript{83}. The case study shows the impact of these barriers on traffic from China and India.

**Impact of visa requirements on UK tourism from China and India**\textsuperscript{84}

**China and India are attractive markets for inbound tourism**
- Outbound travel from China and India has grown substantially over the last 10 years, increasing by 400\% and 250\% respectively.
- Visitors from China and India contribute more to the UK economy than the average UK tourist. The average UK tourist spends on average £567 per visit, whilst visitors from India spend on average £978 per visit and visitors from China spend on average £1688 per visit\textsuperscript{85}.
- The UK is a very desirable destination for tourists from China. Research from Visit Britain suggests that in the Chinese market, the UK is considered the most desirable destination - if money were no object.

**However, the potential of those markets is not fully exploited due to the price and complexity of UK visas**
- The UK has higher visa costs than its European neighbours – £65 for a UK visa as opposed to £49 for a Western European (Schengen) visa which grants entry to 26 countries. The UK visa application process is also more complex involving a 15-page application form in English and a visit to a processing centre to have biometric details recorded.
- The UK captures much less than its fair share of tourism from China and India. Tourism from these nations to the UK has increased three times slower than the total increase in outbound tourism from these nations.
The Tourism Alliance estimates that if the UK was to regain the market share of tourism from India and China that it had in 2000, it would generate an additional £2bn revenue per year and create 40,000 incremental jobs by 2020, of which BISL estimates 19,000 would be in the Leisure Industry.

BISL’s policy recommendations for government

6. Visa Costs and Complexity

- Encourage inbound tourism from other countries (especially fast growing economies) with a simpler and less expensive visa application process. BISL supports the recommendations of the Industry and Tourism Alliance\(^86\):
  a. Decrease the costs of a UK tourist visa, bringing it down to be comparable with European benchmarks (e.g. Schengen Area).
  b. Reduce the supporting document requirements for visa applications bringing them in line with other European nations. This way, one set of information can be used to apply for the UK and Schengen visas.

---

ADDRESS THE CURRENT DISINCENTIVES TO HOSTING OF MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS

BISL believes current taxation policies act as barriers to the UK hosting major events successfully. One example often noted is the impact of the current laws on taxation of elite overseas athletes’ endorsement income, where for some players the UK income tax liability is greater than the prize money and appearance fees. Sport operates in a global market, and the UK risks losing events and players to countries with a less punitive tax regime. Indeed some high profile players have now chosen to play in events outside the UK. For example Rafael Nadal is reported to have chosen to play at Halle in Germany this year rather than Queen’s Club in the UK. BISL believes this runs contrary to government policy to attract major sports events. Furthermore, without elite players, broadcasting and sponsor income to sport is reduced, limiting the economic impact of events on the UK economy.

The government has already acknowledged this issue and taken some steps to address it in its support for recent bids. For example, exemption from the taxation regime was included in the Government Guarantees for the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games and the unsuccessful 2018 FIFA World Cup Bid.

BISL’s policy recommendation for government

7. Support for Major Sporting Events

• BISL supports those sporting bodies that are asking for similar support to be given to the hosting of other major sports events, and welcomes the positive steps taken in the 2012 Finance Bill to remove the restriction for the 2013 UEFA Champions League Final and 2014 Commonwealth Games, and to ease the interpretation of the current rules relating to training days.

---

REGULATION OF GAMBLING TO REFLECT THE SUBSECTOR’S IMPORTANCE AND POTENTIAL

From many angles the betting and gaming subsector is a major success story for the UK. It is home to several ‘industry giants’ with a major international presence, such as William Hill, Gala Coral Group, and Ladbrokes. Betting and gaming is also a very popular activity in the UK - each year over 32 million adults participate in some form of gambling. In addition, the sector has been at the forefront of the development of online gaming with leading technology suppliers such as Openbet and Inspired Gaming.

Much of this success has been an ‘accidental’ by-product of the British culture and legislative environment which has permitted a range of betting and gaming activities, whilst achieving a low rate of problem gambling by international benchmarks. Given the professionalism and scale of gaming and betting in the UK, BISL now believe it is timely for the government’s approach to gaming to catch up with developments in the subsector.

Regulation of gaming is currently shared between the Gambling Commission, with responsibility for protecting consumers and keeping the subsector crime free, and the Department of Culture, Media and Sport, which controls the staking and prize amounts for different gaming products in the Triennial review. This shared responsibility creates considerable business uncertainty over the likely development of gaming, and hence a reluctance to invest. BISL therefore proposes both a reformulation of the objectives of the Gambling Commission, and a risk-based approach to determining prizes and stakes in the subsector.

CURRENT OBJECTIVES OF THE UK GAMBLING COMMISSION

The UK Gambling Commission is a non-departmental public body sponsored by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport. Working closely with other bodies such as licensing authorities and the HMRC, the Commission regulates commercial gambling in the UK. Its objectives, as set out in section one of the Gambling Act 2005:

- Keep crime out of gambling
- Ensure gambling is conducted fairly and openly
- Protect children and vulnerable people from being harmed or exploited by gambling

---


Whilst the objectives above are essential parts of regulating the betting and gaming subsector, the focus is exclusively on control and public protection. In contrast, regulators of other successful gambling industries around the world have as part of their ethos a commitment to ensure the consumer proposition remains up-to-date, hence allowing for responsible growth:

- Nevada Gaming Commission has in its guiding principles94: “We continuously challenge ourselves to improve the practices and processes of the agency to keep pace with the industry’s change, growth and innovation and our legislative mandates.”

- The Gambling Commissioner of Gibraltar, home to some the world’s leading on-line gambling operators is committed to ensuring95: “gambling operators ...remain at the forefront of sound and effective regulatory practices, whilst maintaining a creative and competitive environment.”

---

BISL’s policy recommendations for government

8. Regulation of the gambling subsector

Betting and gaming companies operate in one of the mostly heavily taxed and tightly regulated sectors in the UK. The sector fully supports regulation where it serves an important purpose, such as safeguarding consumer rights and protecting the young and vulnerable. However, regulation is becoming an increasing burden on the sector, hindering growth and putting jobs at risk. Given the regulatory and tax regime, a number of companies have already decided to move some or all of their operations offshore. More may soon follow. BISL believes a well regulated competitive UK betting and gaming sector is in everyone’s interest and therefore recommends the following changes:

- The Gambling Commission’s remit should expand to ensure that it is more active in promoting the work of the betting and gaming sector and in highlighting its value and importance to the UK economy.

- Given the pace of change in technology, innovation and consumer attitudes, the existing triennial review of gaming stakes and prizes should be abolished and replaced by a new review conducted every two years to give greater clarity and confidence to invest.

- The adoption of a fiscal regime for the betting and gaming sector that takes into account broader international opportunities and competition, allowing UK companies to compete effectively on a world stage.

---

4.4 SIMPLER PLANNING, PROCUREMENT AND LICENSING

SIMPLIFY AND ACCELERATE PLANNING APPROVAL PROCESSES

Today, there is much unnecessary complexity surrounding the processes for obtaining planning approvals. The recent ‘Plan for Growth’, published jointly by the Treasury and the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills (DBIS), quoted the time it took on average to go through the planning procedures to build a warehouse in the UK at 95 days, twice as long as the USA96. The 2008 Killian Pretty Review found that on average only 3 out of 64 planning applications go ahead without difficulties, whilst half of them encounter “substantial” problems97. In addition the National Audit Office identified planning approval costs as ‘the highest regulatory costs of any type of regulation’98.

Furthermore, throughout the process of meeting senior executives and holding forums, there was almost unanimous agreement that the current planning process is too bureaucratic and slow. Examples cited include:

• **Four years** waiting time being a typical planning assumption for a major new leisure facility to account for planning hold ups

• Some local authorities taking as much as **one year** to approve the simplest changes e.g. to allow a tree to be moved from a pub garden

---


To dramatise what this means in terms of employment: a large leisure park with cinema, restaurants and entertainment employs 800 people on a permanent basis\textsuperscript{99}. Many more would be involved in the construction and set up of such an establishment. If a simpler and faster planning process was to expedite the approval of only 10 such leisure sites to allow them to be completed in half the time (e.g. 2 years instead of 4), this would generate at least 8,000 additional permanent jobs 2 years early – an additional £32m in income tax revenue and NI contributions alone\textsuperscript{100}.

\begin{center}
BISL's policy recommendations for government
\end{center}

\textbf{9. Simplification of Planning Approval Process}

- In light of recent significant changes to planning policy guidance, BISL calls for clear benchmarks to be set up before 2015 to measure comparative performance of the speed and quality of local authority planning decisions, especially those that affect Leisure services. This new benchmark should be created in partnership with the DCLG, the Local Government Association and a broad range of relevant stakeholders.

\textsuperscript{99} Interview with P-Y Gerbeau, CEO of X Leisure, May 2012
\textsuperscript{100} Based on average employee earning minimum wage for the 2 years. Includes both employee and employer NI contributions
IMPROVE AND STANDARDISE THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS FOR PUBLIC SECTOR SPORT AND LEISURE FACILITIES

BISL believes there is a real need to improve the procurement process in the Leisure Industry, in particular to open the market to all providers and ensure a transparent and level playing field.

The current process is not standardised, and has a number of complications and inefficiencies. First and foremost, competitive tendering is not always in place since there is no statutory requirement to test the market. Even when a process is in place, the requirements for qualification are in many cases extreme: examples cited in forums include procurement services frameworks for Sport England where even if the service is at regional level, the supplier has to operate at a national level. This therefore excludes smaller, regional operators, even if they are best placed to provide the service.

Moreover, there is no standard framework for procurement contracts. This means increased costs and time for bidders whilst they understand and assess the likely costs of the required services, reducing the ability to scale their business easily to cope with the contracts coming into the market.

There is also no independent regulator or body to approach when bidders feel aggrieved. Senior executives from the Leisure Industry cited many occasions where they felt that the procurement process was potentially unfair – but did not voice their grievances for fear of being ‘black-marked’. Furthermore, on occasions when they had challenged decisions, the legal fees associated were substantial.

BISL’s focus here is to improve the procurement process for all players, including local government, trusts, and the private sector; however there exists certain legislation which advantages some players over others. The EU 6th Directive on VAT\(^\text{101}\) that provides mandatory VAT exemptions to trusts delivering sport and recreation presently distorts fair competition for private sector operators. Whilst BISL recognises the importance of retaining the benefit to sport, BISL remains disappointed the government has failed to apply the discretionary powers available under the same directive, to level the procurement playing field.

BISL’s policy recommendations for government

10. Standardised Procurement Process

Improve the existing public procurement process for Sport and Leisure services to promote fair and transparent competition with the following measures:

- Local authorities to seek tenders from private bidders for leisure services as a mandatory rule.
- Standardised contracts and PQQs for leisure services across all local government.
- Government to recommend the adoption of a uniform, open and transparent scoring mechanism.
- Government to create an independent body with statutory powers to solve disputes.
ADAPT LICENSING AND OTHER REGULATIONS IN ORDER TO REDUCE BUSINESS RED TAPE

Approximately 75% of the revenue generated by businesses in the Leisure Industry requires a licence from local or national government. The Licensing Act 2003 proposed a liberalisation of licensing hours and a single premises licence that would cover all relevant licensable activities under that Act. However the ensuing administrative and financial burden of the licence application process, the subsequent reduction in the burden of proof on licensing authorities from taking steps that are “necessary” to “appropriate” and the recent threat of the Late Night Levy have undermined the intention of the original Bill.

The activities licensable under the Licensing Act do not cover all the activities carried by many modern leisure premises, and with the increasing convergence of leisure activities on the same site, many businesses require multiple licences with the payment of several fees. Some licences may even require renewals annually. Cinemas are a useful case in point where they need to have a cinema licence, and a separate premises licence for a restaurant and a bar and where specific permission has to be sought to take alcohol into the auditorium.

On the betting and gaming side of the Industry, the licensing of betting shops, casinos and bingo halls needs to be updated. For example, the location of the UK’s 141 casinos has been determined by both the Gaming Act 1968 (now repealed) and the 2005 Gambling Act. Senior executives from the Industry believe that the bureaucracy surrounding the new regional casinos has undoubtedly constrained growth.

The Leisure Industry is a significant employer of people, providing 9% of all UK jobs. As such, it is also highly sensitive to employment regulatory issues – in particular to the balance between employee and employer rights. BISL believes there is a need for a fairer balance between the two, particularly in cases of dispute. Today, the Industry faces a proliferation of unfair dismissal claims. In the face of a significant number of apparently ‘unreasonable’ claims (only 12% of all claims accepted by the Tribunal are successful at hearing102), CEO interviews conducted for this report indicate that a majority of employers tend to settle before the final hearing to avoid the high legal costs and business disruption.

102 Ministry of Justice & Tribunals Service: ‘Employment Tribunal and EAT statistics 2009-10 (GB). Published on 03 September 2010
BISL’s policy recommendations for government

11. Licensing Regulations
Help businesses tackle growing administrative costs by adopting a risk based approach to alcohol and gaming licensing:

• Allow 3-5 years between licensing renewals (where such renewals are required) by operators, and policy reviews by licensing authorities unless there is cause for concern.

• Simplify and speed up licensing approval for low risk activities (e.g. alcohol consumption in cinemas) and implement the present proposal for the deregulation of Regulated Entertainment.

• Review and update the licensing restrictions covering casinos and other betting and gaming businesses to provide a more proportionate and risk and evidence based regulation. Furthermore BISL seeks earlier, more consistent and attributable advice around both technical and legislative issues from the regulators.

12. Employment Regulation
• BISL welcomes the developing proposed reforms to employment regulation and legislation that will lend confidence to employers who wish to expand their workforce. It also supports the government’s intention to introduce fees for employees bringing claims to employment tribunals and urges it to proceed with the policy in a timely manner, ensuring that these fees are fair to both employers and employees with legitimate grievances.
CONCLUSION: SHAPING THE FUTURE
The Leisure Industry is an integral and important part of the UK economy. It has a turnover of £117 billion, accounts for 4% of UK Gross Value Add, employs 2.6 million people and contributes £32 billion per year in tax. It plays a crucial role in all aspects of the economy, from jobs and tax contribution to inward investment and exports, and has the potential to be an important driver of jobs and growth in the future.

Beyond this, the Leisure Industry also plays a significant role in supporting the nation’s health and well-being. Visiting the gym, playing bingo, watching a film, enjoying a meal out, the range of leisure activities available is vast and the fun and entertainment it brings is enjoyed by all sections of society.

The current economic climate presents all industries with many challenges. In the case of the Leisure Industry, these have been compounded by an increased burden of tax, licensing and regulation, further inhibiting its growth.

BISL believes the Leisure Industry can deliver significant economic and employment growth for the UK, and is keen to work with government and other stakeholders to achieve this. The recommendations in this report are intended to be the starting point for a new era of collaboration between the government and the Leisure Industry, which BISL hopes will play a key part in supporting the government’s growth agenda.
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APPENDIX A

SIC 2007 DEFINITION OF LEISURE INDUSTRY

The following tables present an official statistical breakdown of this report’s definition of the Leisure Industry. SIC 2007 codes as well as descriptions of individual categories have been taken from ONS ‘UK Standard Industrial Classification of Economic Activities 2007’ paper.

### Section I: Accommodation and Food Services Activities

“This section includes the provision of short-stay accommodation for visitors and other travellers and the provision of complete meals and drinks for immediate consumption. The amount and type of supplementary services provided within this section can vary widely.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIC 2007</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Includes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section I 55.10</td>
<td>Hotels and similar accommodation</td>
<td>Provision of accommodation principally for short stays by visitors with services including daily cleaning &amp; bed-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section I 55.20</td>
<td>Holiday, other short-stay accommodation</td>
<td>Provision of accommodation in self-contained space with cooking facilities (apartments, flats, bungalows, cottages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section I 55.30</td>
<td>Camping grounds, recreational vehicle parks and trailer parks</td>
<td>Provision of accommodation in campgrounds, trailer parks, recreational camps, fishing &amp; hunting camps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section I 56.10</td>
<td>Licensed restaurants</td>
<td>Provision of food services to customers; meals are either consumed on the premises or taken away / delivered to the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unlicensed restaurants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take away food shops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section I 56.20</td>
<td>Event catering &amp; other food service activities</td>
<td>Provision of food services based on contractual arrangements either for a specific event or on a concession basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section I 56.30</td>
<td>Licensed clubs</td>
<td>Preparation and serving of beverages for immediate consumption on the premises by nightclubs, bars &amp; similar facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public houses and bars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Section J: Information and Communication

“This section includes the production and distribution of information and cultural products, the provision of the means to transmit or distribute these products, as well as data or communications, information technology activities and the processing of data and other information services activities.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIC 2007</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Includes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section I 59.14</td>
<td>Motion picture projection activities</td>
<td>Provision of cinema services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Section N: Administrative and Support Service Activities

“This section includes a variety of activities that support general business operations. These activities differ from those in section M, in that their primary purpose is not the transfer of specialised knowledge.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIC 2007</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Includes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section I 82.30</td>
<td>Organisation of conventions and trade shows</td>
<td>Organisation and management of business and trade shows, conferences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section R: Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

“This section includes a wide range of activities catering for various cultural, entertainment and recreational interests of the general public, including live performances, operation of museum sites, gambling, sports and recreation activities.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIC 2007</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Includes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section R 90.01</td>
<td>Performing arts</td>
<td>Performance of live presentations, concerts, opera, dance or other stage productions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 91.01</td>
<td>Library and archive activities</td>
<td>Documentation and information activities of libraries of all kinds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 91.02</td>
<td>Museum activities</td>
<td>Operation of museums of all kinds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 91.03</td>
<td>Operation of historical sites and buildings and similar visitor attractions</td>
<td>Operation and preservation of historical sites and buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 91.04</td>
<td>Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserve activities</td>
<td>Operation of botanical &amp; zoological gardens, operation of nature reserves, including wildlife preservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 92.00</td>
<td>Gambling and betting activities</td>
<td>Operation of gaming &amp; betting facilities, machines or websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 93.11</td>
<td>Operation of sports facilities</td>
<td>Operation of facilities for indoor or outdoor sports events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 93.12</td>
<td>Activities of sport clubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 93.13</td>
<td>Fitness facilities</td>
<td>Operation of fitness and body-building clubs and facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 93.19</td>
<td>Other sports activities including activities of racehorse owners</td>
<td>Activities of individual own-account sportmen and those supporting sport events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section R 93.20</td>
<td>Activities of amusement parks and theme parks</td>
<td>Provision of services related to entertainment and recreation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Note: Within the section I 56.20 (event catering & other food service activities), only the part including event catering & food service contractors for leisure facilities has been included. Operation of canteens or cafeterias (e.g. for offices, hospitals, or schools) and other food service activities for non leisure purposes have been excluded from the definition.

- Note: Within the section I 82.30 (organisation of conventions and trade shows), only the part including organisation, promotion and management of events for the general public such as fairs has been included. Conventions, conferences and trade shows of business nature have been excluded from the definition.
APPENDIX B
EMPLOYMENT IN THE LEISURE INDUSTRY

DATA SOURCES
The following sources were used to calculate the overall number of jobs in the Leisure Industry:

• Annual Business Inquiry (ABI) & Annual Business Survey (ABS). Provides a breakdown of employment numbers at a 4-digit SIC 2007 levels. The data covers most of the UK economy but excludes public sector and certain segments of financial services and agriculture.

• Labour Force Survey (LFS). A set of data ranging from personal characteristics (age, sex, educational attainment) to working indicators, collected on a quarterly basis by the ONS.

Other sources necessary to calculate the employment numbers include the British Hospitality Association (‘2011 Trends and Developments’ report), additional ONS data sets or National Apprenticeship Service (‘Apprenticeship breakdown by sector subject area, level and age’).

METHODOLOGY
Overall number of jobs provided by the Leisure Industry has been calculated using data from ABI & ABS combined with sector-specific statistics where more appropriate:

• Employment numbers for all the Leisure Industry subsectors except for catering and gambling segments have been taken directly from ABI & ABS
  
  – Catering: the relevant leisure-related part of catering has been then added (split taken from BHA ‘Trends and Developments in British Hospitality 2011’ report) in the analysis
  
  – Gambling: employment data for gambling subsector has been taken from the Gambling Commission to ensure the overall consistency with gambling GVA and revenue data

• In addition, temporary employment in the Leisure Industry has been calculated based on the SIC data on sectors 78.1 & 78.2

Employment growth rates (1998-2010) have been adapted to the methodological transition between the 2003 SIC system and the 2007 one and calculated excluding the category R-91 Libraries, archives & museums category because of a concern with the accuracy of 2008-10 data. Breakdown of youth, female and part-time employment is based on LFS data.
APPENDIX C
ECONOMICS OF THE LEISURE INDUSTRY

APPENDIX C1: GROSS VALUE ADDED (GVA) AND REVENUE

DATA SOURCES
The following key sources have been used to calculate both revenues and the gross value added (GVA) generated by the Leisure Industry:

• Annual Business Inquiry (ABI) & Annual Business Survey (ABS). Provide revenue & GVA data at a 4-digit industry class SIC 2007 level.

• National Accounts. Summary of national statistics offering a more consistent estimate of the overall GVA generated by the UK economy than the ABS.

Other sources which have been used to calculate the GVA and revenues include the British Hospitality Association, the Gambling Commission and the Camelot Annual Report.

METHODOLOGY
GVA contribution of the Leisure Industry has been calculated in the following way:

• Data on GVA has been taken from the ONS National Accounts covering the entirety of the UK economy at a 2-digit SIC code level. Where a more granular analysis was required, GVA data from ABS has been used to calculate the appropriate share of GVA by each subsector.

• Revenue is then calculated based on the GVA from National Accounts as above, and using GVA-to-revenue ratios from the ABS & ABI data.

• Categories for which data are not available in the ABI & ABS:
  – GVA and revenue figures for public health and fitness have been taken from Fitness Industry Association, 2012. 2011 State of the UK Fitness Industry Report.
  – GVA and revenue numbers for the betting and gaming industry have been taken from the UK Gambling Commission, 2011. Industry Statistics. April 2008 to March 2011 (gross gambling yield used instead of revenue) and from National Lottery, 2012

• Revenue and GVA have been calculated using 2010 current prices.
APPENDIX C2: TAX CONTRIBUTION

DATA SOURCES
The following key sources have been used to calculate the overall tax contribution by the Leisure Industry to the HM Treasury budget:

• HM Treasury statistics. Provide a breakdown of government tax revenues per categories as well as information on effective tax rates at 1-digit industry section level. These data have been used for calculations of corporation tax and gaming duties paid by the Industry.

• Annual Survey of Earnings and Hours. ONS calculation of average wages and employment numbers based on internal HMRC data, available at 4-digit industry group level. This survey has been used to calculate both income tax and NI contributions of the Industry.

Other sources which have been used for the calculation of Leisure Industry’s tax contribution include additional ONS surveys & data sets and Oxford Economics.

METHODOLOGY
Tax contribution of the UK Leisure Industry composes of:

• VAT on sales has been calculated using a VAT rate of 17.5% and the overall revenue of the Industry (OW analysis) accounting for a share of Industry’s revenues which is non-VAT-able

• Corporation tax contribution has been calculated based on the total revenue of the Leisure Industry, its average profitability –profitability of the UK service industry taken from ONS as a benchmark – and effective tax rate taken from HM Treasury statistics

• Employer taxes have been calculated using ONS data on average wage per industry (Annual Survey of Earnings and Hours) as well as NIC and income tax thresholds and rates in 2010

• Alcohol duties paid by the Industry has been taken from Oxford Economics, 2010. Economic contribution of the UK hospitality industry

• Gaming duties contribution of the Industry has been taken from HM Treasury statistics with the assumption that it the entire gaming duty tax revenue comes from Leisure Industry subsectors (gambling, recreation, pubs)

The overall tax contribution of the Leisure Industry to HM Treasury is likely to be higher as leisure businesses also pay a share of other taxes (CGT, fuel duties, tobacco duties) which haven’t been included in this analysis.
APPENDIX C3: WIDER LEISURE ECONOMY (OTHER DIRECT & INDIRECT IMPACTS)

DATA SOURCES
The following key sources have been used to calculate revenues and employment numbers generated within the wider leisure economy:

• UK Tourism Satellite Accounts. Provides a comprehensive review of UK tourism spending (inbound, domestic & outbound) in line with international measurement standards. The data from these accounts were key to calculate value of leisure-related transport spend.

• ONS input-output tables. Provide data on intermediary consumption of UK industries at a 4-digit SIC 2007 code level. These tables have been used to calculate the overall revenue and employment generated within the supply chain to the core Leisure Industry.

Other sources which have been used to calculate value of wider leisure economy include ONS Annual Business Survey, London Transport and Sport England.

METHODOLOGY
‘Other direct impacts’ represent a combination of the following categories:

• Transport services revenue has been calculated as a combination of inbound tourist and domestic spend on both commercial and personal transport:
  – Tourist spend on both commercial and personal transport from the ONS ‘UK Tourism Satellite Accounts 2008’
  – Domestic use of commercial transport for Leisure purposes has been calculated as a share of the overall transport revenue (taken from ONS Annual Business Survey) left once the transport for tourist (above) and transport for non-leisure purposes (estimated as 70% of all transport spend using data from London Transport Survey) is taken out
  – Domestic use of personal transport for Leisure purposes has been calculated using average weekly UK household spend on personal transport taken from ONS ‘Living Costs and Food Survey’ and taking out use for non-leisure purposes (estimated as 70% of all transport spend using data from London Transport Survey)

• Travel distribution revenue is taken from ONS ‘UK Tourism Satellite Accounts 2008’

• Sport & leisure goods and equipment revenue taken from Sport England report on ‘Economic value of sport in England’

• Employment for those three categories has been calculated using the same revenue to jobs ratio as for indirect impacts (see below)

INDIRECT IMPACTS
• Supply chain revenues have been calculated using the share of UK suppliers’ production consumed by the Leisure Industry (taken from ONS UK input-output tables 2003-09)

• Employment generated within the supply chain has been calculated using employment multipliers (calculated from the ONS UK input-output table 2003-09) on existing employment numbers of the Leisure Industry
APPENDIX D
GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

APPENDIX D1: ADDITIONAL COSTS OF GOVERNMENT TAXATION AND REGULATION

The impact and estimated cost due to government intervention since 2010 is composed of:

**Additional annual cost in 2012 (increase since 2010)**

- Increase in VAT from 17.5% to 20%. Estimated cost calculated using methodology for calculating VAT on the UK Leisure Industry outlined in Appendix C2.

- Alcohol Escalator. Estimated cost calculated based on beer duty increasing by 42% between 2008 and 2012 - where a 20% increase between 2008 and 2010 cost the pub industry additional £600m per year, taken from:

- Carbon Reduction Commitment. Estimated cost for the entire UK economy based on government’s sources. Adapted to the UK Leisure Industry based on its share of total UK GVA:

**Additional annual cost in 2014 (increase since 2010)**

- Late Night Levy. Estimated cost taken from government sources:

- Machine Gaming Duty. Estimated cost of £50m per year on the betting and gaming subsector and £14m on the pub subsector is taken from industry estimates

- Pension Auto-Enrolment. Estimated cost taken from government sources. Adapted to the UK Leisure Industry based on its share of total UK employment:
DATA SOURCES
The following key sources have been used to calculate the economic value of BISL youth employment and apprenticeship flagship proposal:

- National Apprenticeship Service and National Audit Office. Provide official government data on average training costs of an apprenticeship scheme which were used to calculate the economic viability of the proposal for both the government and employers.

- National Foundation of Education Research and the Department for Education. Publish data about young people in the UK who do not participate in education or training. The data has been used to model a ‘baseline’ scenario of possible trajectories of NEETs over 3 years.

- Youth Cohort Study and Longitudinal Study of Young People in England. ONS surveys which provide information about longer-term evolution of young NEETs. Used in conjunction with NFER and DfE data to understand current trajectories of British NEETs.

Other sources which have been used for calculations include the HMRC, DirectGov, ACEVO Commission on Youth Unemployment and Economic and Social Research Council.

METHODOLOGY
To calculate the overall benefit of the scheme to the Treasury and employers, the analysis has been broken down into three segments:

Step 1: Setting up the ‘baseline’ scenario, evaluating the current cost of a given group of NEETs to the Treasury over a period of three years

Step 2: Setting up a ‘BISL proposal’ scenario, calculating the cost to the Treasury of a given group of NEETs over a period of three years under the proposal including both fixed and variable costs linked to the implementation of the scheme

Step 3: Combining the two previous steps of analysis to understand the viability of the scheme as well as the potential benefit for Treasury’s budget and employers enrolled

Step 1: Baseline scenario

The following analysis has been performed to calculate the current cost of a given group of NEETs to the Treasury over a period of three years:

- An average group of NEETs follows a pattern where some move into education, training or employment while others remain NEETs over the whole period. Young Cohort Study, Longitudinal Study of Young People in England and data from NFER have been used to understand the dynamics of a given cohort of NEETs over three consecutive years.
• For different age groups of NEETs, the overall cost to the Treasury of an individual has been calculated using available data on education and training expenditure (taken from ACEVO and NAO), unemployment benefits (HMRC) and employment taxes (DirectGov)

• Combining the expected career trajectories of the NEETs with associated individual costs, an overall baseline cost of the current situation to the Treasury is calculated

**Step 2: BISL scenario**

• To calculate the cost of an average 16-25 years-old NEET under the proposed scheme, the following steps have been taken:

• A set of assumptions as to the change in the overall NEET career trajectory is made under the BISL proposal to model a new pattern of a given cohort of NEETs over three years:

• Using the same cost-benefit analysis as in step 1, the overall cost of a young NEET to the Treasury under the new BISL scheme is calculated and compared to the current cost. Additional costs taken from the assessment study of the 2010 ‘Regional Employer NI Contributions Holiday for New Businesses’ are included. Variable costs – NIC revenue foregone – are also added into the equation. The final outcome – a net benefit to the Treasury – reflects the incremental saving of getting young NEETs into training schemes then employment.

**Step 3: Viability of the scheme**

• The overall outcome of the scheme – the net benefit to the Treasury – is then calculated depending on the amount of NEETs to enrol as well as their average salary. The breakeven point (at which the scheme becomes tax-neutral) is determined; and the overall saving in training costs for an employer is established.
APPENDIX D3: POTENTIAL OF BISL RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GOVERNMENT

The overall benefit of BISL recommendations to the government is composed of new employment opportunities, creation of high quality training positions and potential savings in local government:

- The number of additional jobs created by the Leisure Industry until 2020 (circa 440,000) has been estimated based on data provided by industry bodies as well as the Office for National Statistics:
  - The net effect of the reduction in VAT rates on accommodation and visitor attractions (78,000 new jobs) has been estimated based on British Hospitality Association, December 2011. ‘Tourism & VAT. Making Britain Competitive’.
  - The potential benefit from a simpler visa application process to tourists from emerging markets (19,000 new jobs) has been taken from Tourism Alliance, 2011. Using the Tourism Visa System to Create Employment
  - Assuming that employment growth rates can reach pre-recession levels (41,000 new jobs every year) until 2020, the industry is likely to generate another 328,000 new jobs by 2020 in addition to those already highlighted above

- The number of new high quality training positions created has been estimated based on the assumption that the UK Leisure Industry is able to increase its current share of training positions (6% of all UK apprenticeships) to a share typical for other developed countries (e.g. 11% in Australia, cited in National Audit Office, 2012. Adult Apprenticeships.)

- The potential saving from a more efficient planning process (£300m) is taken from The Killian Pretty Review, 2008. Planning Applications – A faster and more responsive system and HM Treasury and Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, 2012. The Plan for Growth.

- The amount of potential savings from a simplified procurement process (almost £300m in total) was calculated based on the following elements:
  - The current cost of procurement process to local authorities in the UK is taken from Audit Commission, 2006. Public sports and Recreation Services.
  - Cost-efficiency comparison between contracts managed privately and those managed in-house or by trusts is taken from the Leisure Database Company, 2012. ‘Insight’ section of the website.
  - The current share of procurement contracts managed by the private sector has also been taken from Audit Commission, 2006 Public Sports and Recreation Services.
APPENDIX E
CONTRIBUTORS

AON
Neil Williams
Jeff Joliffe

ASA
Kate McKnight

ASPERs
Richard Noble

BELL FRUIT GAMES
John Austin

BHA
Ufi Ibrahim
Martin Couchman

BISL
Chris Bell
Simon Johnson
David Teasdale
Andy Sutch
John Brackenbury
Julian Skeens
Susanna Fitzgerald
Aleen Gulvanessian
Derek Lloyd
Mike Johnson
Russell Hoyle
Dominic Harrison

BOOKER GROUP PLC
Karen Jones

BSKYB
Iain Holden

BWIN.PARTY GAMING
John Shepherd

CGA STRATEGY
Jon Collins

DC LEISURE
Tim Hewitt

DIAGEO
Mark Baird

ERNST & YOUNG
John Hopes
Gavin West
Jim Boylan

ESSENDEN
Nick Basing

FOURTH HOSPITALITY
Stuart Layzell

GAMESTEC
Chris Butler

GALA CORAL GROUP
Carl Leaver
Andy Hornby

INSPIRED GAMING GROUP
Luke Alvarez
Lucy Buckley

JD WETHERSPOON
Su Cacioppo
Nigel Connor

JOHN GAUNT AND PARTNERS
John Gaunt

LADBROKES
Richard Millman
Clare O’Brien

LAWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION
Roger Draper

LEISURE CONNECTION
Richard Millman
Peter Howells

MARSTONS
Ralph Findlay
Steve Rowlands
Cheryl Evans
Richard Howells

MERLIN ENTERTAINMENTS
Nick Varney

MOTO HOSPITALITY
Graham Glanfield

NEWGEN LEISURE LTD.
Peter Hannibal

OPENBET
David Loveday
Susanna Underwood
YeeMay Huang

POPPLESTON ALLEN
Jonathan Smith

PRAESEPE
Nick Harding
Warren Page

RANK GROUP PLC
Ian Burke
Sue Waldock

RILEYS
Maurice Kelly
Peter Hooker
Sinead O’Connor

S&P ARCHITECTS
Keith Ashton

SAPCA
Tim Freeman

SCOTT & JONES COMMUNICATIONS
Chris Jones
Andy Heath

SHEFFIELD HALLAM
Peter Taylor

SPIRIT PUB COMPANY
Alan Morgan

SPORTECH
Ian Penrose
Richard Boardley

THE GLOBAL DRAW LTD.
Ian Timmis

THE LEISURE DATABASE COMPANY
David Minton

THE SPORTS CONSULTANCY
Chris Marriott

TRIO PLUS
David Carpenter
Bob Knowles

VUE ENTERTAINMENT
Tim Richards

WEB RESERVATIONS INTERNATIONAL
Richard Segal

WILLIAM HILL
Ralph Topping
Andrew Lyman

WILLMOTT DIXON
Adrian Hill

WINKWORTH SHERWOOD
Robert Botkai

X-LEISURE
PY Gerbeau

HEATHCROFT COMMUNICATIONS
Craig Leviton
Tom Pilgrim

OLIVER WYMAN
Ian Brown
Chris McMillan
Mike Lloyd
David Emes
James Adams
Guillaume Thibault
Crystal Liew
Nick Rawlinson
Darshan Vora
Jan Kral